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Abstrwt. Infinite trees naturally arise in the formaliration and the c~udy of fhc \cm;lntic*, 01 
prog-amming languages. This paper investigates some of their i:omninatorial and :iIgcbri\ic 
propei ties that are especially relevant to semantics. 

This paper is concerned in particular with regtilar and algchraic itlfinitc trees, rlor ln.ith rzg\lI;lr 
or algebraic s4f.s of infinite trees. For this reason moss of the propertics s~atcd in rhi$ IVOIX 
become trivial when restricted either to tinite trees or to infinite words. 

It present:, a synthesis of various aspects of infinite trees, invcstigatcd bc diIlt*ic*nt ,tuthor\ III 
differenr contlbxts and hopes to he a unifying step towards a theor! of infinite trct.4 tlliit coultl 
take place near the theory of formal languages and the combina:,:r::c of tk* free monoi,., 
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1 

. 

Infinite trees naturally arise in mathematical investigations on the sem;intics of 

programming languages. They arise in essentialljc two ways: when one rtrri’c~u/~s 01 
rtnfb/ds a program undefinitely. One obtains then either a rrw of wv*~~~iou pdn 

(infinite in general) in tht: case of a program written in an imperative Ian~~qx like 

FORTRAN or an ~qv~wio~~ trcr in the Ca’<e o! a program written in an appliuativc- 

language like LXX? In the latter case, the euprcssion tree is usually infinite although 
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its value can be finitely computed in each case; this is possible by the use of 
if-then-lse as a base function (like the addition of integers) and not as a piece of 
control structure. Once again, the infiniteness of the tree corresponds to the 

infiniteness of the set of possible computations. 
In both cases, the semantic of the program is completely defined by the associated 

tree. Hence two programs ape equivalent if the associated trees are the same (the 
converse being not true). Rcltlprhly speaking. this allows to distinguish between the 
equivalence of programs which is only due to the control structure (loops, recursive 

calls, etc. . . .) from the equivalence which also depends on the properties of the 
domains of computation and the given ‘base’ functions on these domains. 

It should be noted that these infin.te trees are finitely defined. Hence we are 

lead to try to decide whether two infinite trees defined in some finitary way are 

equal. 
Two types of infinite trees will be considered: the regufur trees which are defined 

by unloopinp FORTRAN-like program or flowcharts and the nl&ruic frees which 

are &fined by unfolding rccgrsive program schemes more or less derived from 

LISP programs. 

We shall introduce operations on trees: the first-w&r srhtitrrtio~t which corre- 

sponds (rclughly) to the sequential composition of flowcharts (by the operator; of 

ALGOL) or to functional application (in the case of an applicative language). Wc 
shall also introduce the sl~on&or&r sdwtitrrtiarl which correspoI!ds to the replacc- 

mcnt OI a function symbol in an expression tree by some expression tree intended 

to denote the corresponding f:rnction. 

The theory of regular ant! algebraic trees will be developed for itself. The 

relc\ancc tll semantics will by shown with examples only in Sections 1.7 and 1.8. 

tlcre is ;i brief survey of t IC content of the paper which is intended to be a 

hgnthesis of several aspects of ,ntinite trees usually defined and studied separately 

for ditIcrcnt pl -poses: 
I 1 ) .‘ilph~icul 60. metric) and (Jrr~c,r-tlt(:Or~~ti~ni prqwrtic~s of infinite trees arc 

invcstipatcd in parallcl in order to enlighten similarities and differences. 

I 2 j First- and sc’c’clrlci-clrci[ir srrhtitrrticws are invcstigatcd in the two ahovc 

frameworks. 

01 Rqpkrr trw.s, rational cxprcssions dctining them are studied. The concept 

of t17 itcrativc theory, due to CX Elpot. is one of the possible algebraic frameworks 

where to study infinite trees; the set of regular trees forms the free iterative theory. 

KcFular trees also arise 11s most general first-order- unifiers in a generalized sense. 

(4, Ai&mk trws play a similar role with respect to second-order substitutions 

as rcpular trees with respect tcm Grst-order ones. Their combinatorial properties are 

sutticicntly compticated to yield an open problem equi\aient to the DPDA 

cquivalcnce problem. 

The following text gives prc: .ise, unifying definitions of all the above topics. Many 

proofs arc omitted either if they arc too long and complex or if they arc mere 

\vcritications from the dct’;nitlons. Some of the given proofs are simpler than the 
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original ones. Some of the stated results are ‘new’ in the sense that they have :lever 
been published before (to the iluthor’s knowledge) but are not really ditficult to 
establish and were probably known from the specialists. (The present paper aims 
to be a reference for these technical lemmas and to faciliiate future publications.) 
Other ones can be really claimed to be new: for instance Proposition 3.5’: concern 
ing second-order substitution and Theorem 5.9.1 saying that if the rr.o:>t general 
unifier of two algebraic trees exists, then it is algebraic. 

This text has been written for the International Summer School on Theoretical 
Foundations of Programming Methodology, Marktoberdorf, West-Germany, 
August 1981, and a shortened version will appear under the same title in the 
proceedings to be published by D. Reidel Publishing Company. Dordrecht, Holland. 

1. Basic definitions and examples 

In this section wt make precise some mathematical notations, WC define tinitc 
and infirlite trees over a ranked alphabet and we show informally how intinite trees 
can be assocrated with program schemes of various types. 

1.1. Mathematical rrotatims 

WC denote by N the set of IIon-negative irl tcgers and bl N , the set of posit ivc 
ones, We denote by [I?] the inter+ 11 { !, 2, ?, . . . , tz ‘r for rl .= 0 (with [I)] = 0) 

For sets A and B we denote b\ tl -.-R thr set (n E A ia& l?). 
The dornairr of a partial mapping I’: A 3 B will be denoted by IBorn( The 

restriction off to a subset A’ of A wili he denoted by f 1 A’. 
If f is a mapping B” * C and gl, . . . . . , gII arc mappings A”’ + B, we dentjtc by 

fo (R~,. . , , R,~) the mapping tz :>\“‘+C such that It((~t.. . . ,a,,, I = 

flg&I I? l * * , L-z,,, ), - l l 9 &tblr l l l * nw,) * 

The set ( ‘otal mappings: A -4 will bc dcnc;f<d by (A --) RI or by R”. 

In order to dcfinc trees, we shall a!se rtrrtkrtd a(plu&~ts. A ranked alphabet is a 
pair tF, p I consisting of a set F, not necessarily finite, and a mapping /I : F + N 

which defines th:: rank of any symbol f in F. 
For such a :~t F, we denote by F, the set (f E F ipff’) = i), tar i 3 0. 

In many ca .s the symbols in F will be considered as j’urrctim symbds ; the r;lnk 
of a function st rnbol is called its arity and a symbol of arity 0 is called a consturtt 

symbol (or a cmtstant 1. 
Following [41,42,62] we define 2 fr~‘r’ oc~r Q rnttkvcl dphahrt F (the rank function 

Gil always be p 1 as a partial mapping t : N + * + F such that its domain is a tree-dorntrirl 
I e. satisfies the following conditions: 
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Dam(t) is prefix-closed (i.e. if (Y, /3 E NT, cccccccccccccccccccc E Dam(t) then CY E Dam(r)) 

and not empty, (1.2.1) 

if Q E Nf, i, j E IW, 1 =G i s j and cj E Dam(t) then cui E Dam(t). (1.2.2) 

Furthermore we require the following coi:dition which concerns the rank function: 

ift(a)=fofaritykaOthen,foriE~+, 
GUI E Dam(l) if and only if 1 s i s k. (1.2.3) 

We shall use the following terminology and notations: 

- M”(F) for the set of all trees over F, 
- ME’) for the set of finir~ trees overIF; i.e. of trees t having a finite set of nodes 
hml t D, 

- Firsttr) for r(~ ), the label of the root of t, 
“_ Oeecf, 11 for (a tz Dom(z)(r(ru) =:’ }, the set of ocmmvzc4s offirz t, 

for the whtree oft isswd from node a, i.e. the tree t’ = A@ E NT . t(c@ ), 

_ J: L= Card~lhm~r~) (an element of N, U{OO}> is the size of a tree t. 

It is depicted in Fig. 1. 

b 

Fig. 1. 
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This infinite tree is shown in Fig. 2. The subtree t/2 consists of all the g’s and b‘s 

of t. 

f 

/ ‘1 

b /\ \ . \ 
Fig. 2. 

(3) The tree u such that n( l’*) = h for all1 n 2 0 consists of one infink branch. 
We identify it with the infinite word ho’. Set: Nivat [S4] and section 5.10. 

(4) Our last example will be the tree w of Fig. 3. It can be defined as follows: 

w (3?‘! = c, w(3’7)= z.Jl, 

~‘(3~~21”) = ut, w(3” +I 2 1 “*) = h for all rz 3 171 2 0. 

h 

h 

v2 

C 

/ 

\ 
. . . 

J 
v1 h 

h 

t1 

Fig. 3. “2 
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If we consider F as a set of function symbols, the finite trees over F can be 

i&ntified with well-formed terms over F and written linearly with commas and 
parentheses. For instance, the tree s of Fig. 1 can be written 

/(k(kWt, h(b)) 

From such a notation, one can infer the arities of the symbols f, k, a, h, b. 

We shall also omit the parentheses surrounding the arguments of montidic (i.e. 

ti arity 1) function symbols; the above tree can also be written 

/7&z, hh) or f(k*a, hb). 

Within a proof or a theorem, we shall only write down well-formed trees and 

lcrms; hence when declaring “let 1 be of the form f(r,, t2, . . . , t,,) , . .” we also 

declare that f is of arity n. And this allows n to be 0 (in this case (fI,. . . , t,) is the 
quence, i.e. t = f ). 

I.4 I;“-rrssgt~as, F-algebras 

“I”hc stattdard operation defined by a symbol f of Fk, k 2 0 is the mapping 
%:M “(PI’ e/M” IFI such that r((r,, . . . , tk) = t’ where 

f’(F) = f, 

Oicr j = t,h ) if 1 51 i 5: k, 

h I is undefined otherwise. 

l”hc mapping f maps M(F? into M!F ). The notation of finite trees with commas 
and parenthcscs allows us to write 

ix. ttr identify 7 with f. 
1% shall do the same for infinite trees and specify finite or infinite trees by ‘*let 

_. . . + fcr i for (1,. . . . , rk) in M’(F) . . .*I 

definition of the f’s makes M(F) and M”(F) into F-magmas (equivalently 
411 but we prefer the former terminology since the terms ‘algebra’, 

raic’ arc overused in mathematics). We shal! riot distinguish between the sets 

SI( FI ior M * ~;FII and the associated magmas, and we shall frequently do 

r’ (ramc for aroitrary F-magmas. 

Wc shall talk of F-lromomorpClistn to specify that the magma structure under 

sideration is rclatiuc to F when this is not cotnpletely clear from the context. 
10 0% well known that &f(F) is an initial F-magma hence the 

r’not~ hy eval,, the unique morphism of M(F j into 

P I as a syntactic abject denoting the element evaI,&) 

refer ?<I tt;c /% as the F-opcrafiorzs on M(F) 

them with other operations to be introduced below. 

initial F-magma. We 
an F-magma A (we 

of A). 

(and on M’(F)) to 
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A new alphabet P is associated with F by 

F=([f,i]@F, 1 ~iqI(f)}uFo. 

Let t be a tree in M”(F). 
For every a E& every a E Occ(a, t), let & be the word 

a’ = [fi, hllf2, hl . . . [fn9 hIa 
where 

a = i&. . . in, fi =t(i,iz . . . ii-l) for l=+=n. 

Then we define Brch[!) as the set of all such words CL 
ste in particlrtar thst Brch(f) = 0 if t has no occurrence of any symbol in IQ,., 

Hence BrchU) does not r;:present all infinite trees, but only the locally finite ones 

in the sense of [ 151). The set 

M”“~F)=(tEMn(F) 

if4 the set of locally finite trees. 
NO:C that M 4 F) SE M’“W ). 

for allar in Dam(t), there exists 
/3 such that t (CUP ) E PC,} 

In tzrtain circumstances, it is useful to be able to describe the infinite branches 

M ‘a F) and Q is an infinite word in NY every finite prefix of which is in 

Dc~rn(r), then we associate with cy the infinite word CT of F” such that 

fi = I/h hlIf2, i2l[fh 4. . . [fn, inI . , . , 

lk = ilizil.. . i,. . . , 

fp=rtitiZ...i,-1) forallj=4 

Wr let Br&(f ) denote the set of ail such infinite words Cu 2nd we let 

Rrch’U) = Brchu) w Brch”W. 

Prr,position 1.62 below shows that Brch=(r) uniquely defines t in all cases. 

Thmx who do not like infinite words can USC instead of Brch”(t) the language 

% consisting of all the finite prefixes of all words in Brch”lf) (SO that 

mpFe 1.6.1. Lc’t us use the trees of Example 1.3. 

Gr l.:cj-{/, lk, lfk,llla,2h,2lh), 

8rcht.e) = { f,kka, fihb} 

when pi f) s 2 and f for if, l] when p ( f) = 1 in our examples for 
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(2) BrchW = {flu, f&g& 1 n 2 01. 

Note that t is locally finite. Its language of branches is regular. We shall see that 
t is a regular tree. 

(3) L(u)={InhIn SO}, 

Brch(u) = 0, 

Brch”(u) = Brch”(u) = (hhh . . .} = {h”}. 

This tree is not locally finite. It is also a regular tree. 

(4) Brch(w)={c;cg&c&“vzIn N}. 

This tree is locally finite. Its language of branches is conkxt-free. We shall see that 
w is an algebraic tree. 

Proposition 1.6.2. For t, t’ in M”(F): 
(1) t = t’ if and only if L(t) = L(t’), 
(2) t = t’ if and only if Brck”(t) = Brch”(;‘), 
(3) t = t’ if and only if PBrch(t) = PBrch(t’), 
(4) if t E MtoC(F), then t = t’ if and orr!y if Brch(t) = Brch(t’). 

It follows that each family o;r’ languages Ce naturally defines three families of trees: 

L(V) = (t E M”(F) (L(t) E V}, 

P(%) = {t E M”(F) t PBrch(t) E %‘), 

B(Z) = {t E M’“‘(F) 1 Brch(t) E Ce}. 

Certain classes of trees can be characterized 

and Damm [30]). 

I. 7. Flowchart schemes and infinite trees 

in this way (see Sections 4.11 and 5.5 

Consider the flowchart scheme S of Fig. 4. Its infinite unlooping yields the tree 
of Fig. 2. 

An interpretation I for S k an object I = (D,, fl, go, aI, 61) consisting of 
- a nonempty set DI, 
- partial mappings a I, bI : Dr --[‘I D1, 
- partial mappings f,, g1: Dr --II. 17, x {1,2} (the 1 and 2 correspond respectively to 
the left and right exits of uctiom f and g). 
There corresponds to S and I a partial mapping Ss: Q-) Dl defined by S!(d) = d’ 

if and only if there exists a sequence do, dI, dz, . . . , d,, of elements of DI with do =5 d, 
d, = d’, which corresponds to a compututim of S in I. 
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Fig. 4. 

Wc do not formally define a computation but we give a typical example for the 
above scheme S: 

where 
‘c 

z 

Note that fI and gI are not only ‘tests’ since they can modify their data (see the 
interpretation I defined below). 

Let P he the following program (with integer variables): 

We do not claim that P computes anything interesting, but we chose it only as 

an example. 
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It ‘corresponds’ to the pair (S, I) consisting of flowchart scheme S and interpreta- 

tion I defined as follows: 

Dt = Z*. 
~((x,y))=(x’,y’) withy’=27x+3andx’=x, 

ba((x,y))=(x’,y’) withx’=82y andy’=O, 

fi((~,y))=((~‘,y’),i) if x’=x+3, y’=2x’+7 and i=l if xky’, i=2 if 

y’cx’, 

equivalently, if x’=x +3, y’= 2x + 13 and i = 1 if 

x3-lO,i=2tfxC-10 

gl((x,y))=((x’,y’),i) with x’=x-8, $=10x and i=l if x’GO, i=2 
if x’)O, 
equivalently if s’ = s - 8, y’ = 10x - 80 and i = 1 if 

xs8,i=2ifx>8. 

By ‘corresponds’ we mean in particular that the function computed by P is SI. 

The tree of Fig. 2, let us call it t(S), can also be seen as an *infinite’ flowchart 

scheme from which a partial function t(S), can be defined as for finite schemes. 
The two main facts are the following ones: 
(1) SI = r(S), for all interpretations I, 
(2) for any two schemes S and S’: Sr= S; for all interpretations I, i.e. S and S’ 

are equivalent, if and only if t(S) = t(S). 
This model of computation has been introduced by Elgot [32, 331. Infinite trees 

have been used by Cousineau [X29], Casteran [13] and Enjalbert [36] in order 

to study programs, their proofs and transformations in terms of program schemes. 

1.8. Recursiw program schemes and infinite trees 

Let us consider the following (fancy) recursive definition: 

K(s,, x2) = if x1 =x~thenxl+3else18X(x~,x~-1). 

It can bc considered as an instance of the following recursive program scheme: 

for the iuterpretutiotl I = (D,, cl, Izr) consisting of a domain Dm = Z u {I} (I means 

‘undefined’) and functions 

cl = As, y, z E D,[if x = y then s -t 3 else 18z], 

11, = As E D, . [x - I] 

which give meaning to the function symbols c and h. 

A formal computation of cp i.e. a infinite unfolding of the recursion leaving c 

and h unevaluated yields the infinite tree of Fig. 3, let us denote it by t(q (t’ l, ~2)). 
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We can consider it as an infinite well-formed expression denoting the function 
computed by cp in every interpretation. As in the case of flowcharts: 

(1) K = ql, the function computed bl, cp in I and this function can be defined 

from t(~o (01, ~2))~ 

(2) for any two recursive program schemes &I, 02) and ~‘(ul, u2), the functions 
cpI and cpi are the same for all interpretations I, i.e. p and q’ are equioalerrt, if and 
only if Hcp WI, 01) = H&I, u2)b 

These facts are investigated in depth in many works by Courcelle, Nivat, Guessarian 
124, 25,44, 53). . 

It is useful to relativize the equivalence of program schemes to classes of 

interpretations in order to get closer to the equivalence of programs. Classes of 
interpretations for these kinds of program schemes are investigated in [I 1, 18, 22, 
24, 25, 39,441. 

2, Topological and order-theoretical properties of trees 

We show that the set of infinite trees can be considered as a compact cletric 

space and also as a complete partial order. In both cases an infinite tree can be 

considered as the limit (in some sense) of a sequence of finite trees and this allows 
to extend ‘continuous’ mappings from finite trees to infinite ones. 

Hence a double theory of infinite trees can be developed either in the framework 
of topology or in that of the theory of ordered sets. In particular two universal 

characterizations of the F-magma of infinite trees can be given. 

Since the intrc-duction of infinite trees has been motivated by studies in semantics 

of programming larlguapes (via program schemes) the order-theoretical approach 

has been developed first. It seems better suited for sermmrtics (but this was not the 

opinion of Elgot since his theory of rrtorrc~dic conpctatims [32] avoids orderings; 
Arnold and Nivat also avoid orderings in [2]). 

In the present paper where we investigate swtmtied properties of trees, both 

of them are useful, 

A contracting mapping is uniformly co~~th~uous. For k 3 2 we shall also denote 
by ci the I:listance on Ek which is dcfned by 

c!((r,, . . . , r,), u;, . . .,t;))=Max(n(t,,r:)jl~i~~}. 
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An F-magma A = (A, ( fA)& is contractittg if 

(1) A is a complete metric space with distance dA, 

(2) d&,y)c 1 for allx,yEA, 
(3) fA is contracting for all f in F and 
(4) llAll= ~d~~l;r~~ if E F) < 1 l 

A morphisrrt of contracting F-magmas is a morphism of F-magmas which is 

uniformly continuous. 
We recall a well-known theorem which justifies our interest in contracting 

mappings: 

Fix-point Theorem 2.1.1. Let E be a cotnpkt~ metric space. Ecery corttracting 
mappitrg f : E --, E ltns a wrique fix-poittt. 

Proof. We are to show the existence and unicity of s in E such that f(x) =x. 

Assume we have two such fix-points x and x’. Then d(x, A:‘) = d(f(x), f(.u’)l since 

s and s’ are fix-points and d (f(x), f (s’)) s c . d (x, x’) since f is contracting. Hence 

pi (s, s ‘1 -2 0 and s = s’. For the existence, let x’(, bc any element of E. Let x,~ =f” (.UOJ. 

We have 

hence CL, I,, -() is a Cauchy sequence?. !t has a limit s and s =f(s), by continuity. Tz? 

2.2. M”(F I as a ntetric space 

Let t and t’ be two elements of M”(F). Let us define 

I 
al 

S(t, 1’) = 
if t = t’, 

Min{l& e Dom(t)nDom(t’), t(a) Z t’(a)] if t f t’. 

Finally wc let 

1 0 
dk t’) = 2 ,,,r.r’) 

if t = t’, 

if t f 1’. 

It is easy to show that n is a distance on M”(F) making it into a complete metric 

space [3,9,5]. This distance is even ultrametric. It is essentially the same Bs the 

distance that one puts on the ring of formal power series. 

Note that d(t, t’) s 1 for all t, t’ in M”(F). 
It can be shown that M”(F) is compact if and only if F is finite, that M(F), the 

set of finite trees is a dense subset of M”(F) and that M”(F) is the topological 

completion of M(F) (Mycielski and Taylor [52], Arnold and Nivat [3],. 
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Proposition 2.2.1. Every uniformly continuoris mapping: M(F)& --) E where E is 
complete extends uniquely into a uniformly continuous mapping: M”C(F)k + E. 

Remark. This also applies to a property P(t) for t in M”(F) such that 

(1) Vt E M(F). P(t) 

(see Lemma 1.5.2) and which is continuous in the sense that 

ia if t = Lim n+oO t, where t, to, . . . , t,,, . . . , E M”(F) 
and Vpz E N . P(t,,) holds then P(t) holds too. 

(i.e. which defines a continuous mapping from M”(F) into the discrete space 
(true, false}). 

From (1) and (2) one can conclude that P(t) holds for all t in M”(F). 

Let us now consider the F-operations on M”(F). 
The mappings ~xW”(F)~ + M”(F) are contracting (with 11 fll = i if p(f) 2 1, 

lifll= 0 if p(f) = 0) hence 

Proposition 2.2.2. M”(F) is a contiacthg F-magma. 

Let us answer to the natural question: 

Proposition 2.2.3. M”(F 1 is the irlitial corltracting F-magma. 

Proof. See Bloom and Patterson [9] where a very similar result is proved. r7 

Remark 2.2.4. The hypothesis that Sup{/ fj,/ 1 f E F} ( 1 that we made in the 

definition of a contracting F-magma is essential to insure Proposition 2.2.3. 

This hypothesis is not made in [9]. It follows that M”(F) is initial tin the 
corresponding category) if and only if F - Fo is finite and that there is no initial 
object if F-F,) is infinite. 

Proposition 2.2.3 savs that a tree t in X1”(F) GUI be seen as a syntactic object 
denoting an element (if ‘4, where A is a contracting F-magma. WC d~notc it bb 

evaI,.& 1. Hence we also denote bv cval,., the unique uniformly continuous extension 
to R/I”(F) of the mapping eval .\ : AI(F) + A dctined in Section 1 .A). 

An w-co~~zplct~ F-mnl;lrnn A is an F-magma cqujpped with a partial order s2\ 
such that 

( 1) A has a least element, 

(21 awry countab!e directed subset B ~equivalenrly every incre:ky, sequercej 
has a least upper bound Sup(B ), and 
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(3) the functions j’A*s are monotone and w-continuous (i.e. preserve the Sup’s 
of countable directed subsets). 

Hence this concept coincides with that of o-continuous F-algebra introduced in 

WI 
&e call A complete if the least upper bounds are taken with respect to arbitrary 

directed sets in (2) and (3). 
All properties we shall state below hold for both completeness concepts. The 

o-completeness will be sufficient for dealing with trees. 
We refer the reader to [26,70] for more details about partial orders and other 

possible concepts of completeness. 
It is certainly not necessary to give the proof of the following well-known theorem: 

Tarski fix-point theorem 2.3.1. Let E be a/l w-complete partial order with least 

element e; let f : E --, E be w-continuom The element u. = Sup{f” (e) 1 n 2 0) of E is 

the least fix-point off in E and also, the lem solution in E of the inequation f (u ) s u. 

We shall denote zlo by px . f(x). 

This applies to systems of equations since a system S = 

(x, =fiM,, . . . , xi,); 1 s i d rr) where xi E Ei for 1 s i s n can be considered as a single 

equation s=f(s) to be solved in E+Ezx*. -xE,, with f((dl,.. .,d,,))= 
(fl(dl,. . . ,d,), . . . ,f,,(dl,. . . , d,l)) for all dl in El,. . . , d,, in E,,. 

Another fundamental lemma is the following one. 

Lemma 2.3.2 (BekiC [4], Eeszcylowski [SO]). Let E and E’ be two w-complete 
partial orders, let f : E x E’+ E arld g : E x Et--) E’ be w-continuous. 

t 1) The ntappirlg h : E ‘+ E defined by h(y) = px . f(x, y ) is w-continuous. 

(2) TIte two systems S = (X = f(x, y ), y = g(x, y j) arzd S’ = (X = h(y), 

y = g(h(y), y)) have the same least solution in E x E’. 

In other words the least solution (A-,,, y,J of S can be defined by _v() = ,uy l g (11 (y 1, y ) 
and .Q~ = h (ycr) = P-Y l fcs, yd. 

Proof, Part ( 1) follows from the fact that h is the letist upper bound of the sequence 

of w-continuous functions h,,, 11 3 0 such that 

h,,(ybf(fcfr . . . ,f(t’,_Y), l * l , y)y)) 

(with II occurrences off ). 

Let us sketch the proof of part (2). 

Let y1 =py . g(It(y), y). It iseasy to verify that (12(yl), yl) is a solution of S, hence 

(so. yo)s (h(yd, yd. 

Since (x,~, ya) is a solution of S, so = f (x0, yd hence 11 (yo) s .Q by definition of 12. 

Hence g(Z? (yJ, yo) d g(x,,. VJ = ycr. Hence y1 = my . ~(12 (y ), y ) s y+ SiInce h is 

monotone, h (y I) s h (yO) s sg. Henc: (/I (y 11, y 1) s (x0, yd. 

Hence we have shown that (x0, y,,) = (tz (yl), yl). 0 
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2.4. Mz (F) as an o-complete partial order 

Let F be a ranked alphabet. Let J2 be a new symbol of arity 0 that we add to F. 
For any complete F-magma A we shall define the value & of a as the least 

element of A. 
Since J2 will play a special role, we shall use the notations 

A&(F) for M(F u {a}) and Mz (F) for M”(F u (f2)). 

We define a partial order on Mz (F) denoted by G as follows: 

t s t’ if and only if Dam(t) G Dom(t’) and for all ay in Dam(t), if t(a) #R 

then t’(a) = t(a). 

It is fairly easy to show that s is a partial order, that J? is the least element of 
Mz (F) with respect to s. 

Every directed subset A of M:(F) has a least upper bound, a = Sup(A) in 
Mz (F) defined by 

Dom(u ) = iJ (Dom( t) 1 t E A}, 

and for all CY in Dam(a), 

a(cu) feF ift(ar)=fforsometinA, 

=R i if t(cu) = 0 for all t in A such that Q! E nom(t). 

The mappings f are monotone and o-continuous hence we can conclude that 
kfz (F) is an co-complete F-magma$n fact a complete F-magma as well). 

The following proposition is analogous to Proposition 2.2.3: 

Proposition 2.4.1 ([4 11). Mg (F) is the initial o-complete F-magma. 

Hence, if A is an o-complete F-magma the monotone mapping evalA : MO(F) 4 A 
extends uniquely to M:(F). We also denote by evalA its extension. This means 
that a tree t in Mz (F) denotes an element (evaI..&)) of A. 

Remark 2.4.3. Let us call a property P(r) of trees in A#: (F) o-contirtctorts if P(t) 
is true whenever it is true for all element of an increasing sequence t,, in Mz (Fb 
with least upper bound t (i.e. if P is monotone and o-continuous as a mapping: 
Mz (F) --, {true, false} with false < true), 

If P is w-continuous, in order to establish Vt E Nz (F) . P(t 1, it sutices to establish 
Gx validity of 

for instance by structural induction (Lemma 1.5.2). 
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Let us close this section with a convention: the words ‘continuous’ and ‘complete’ 

will refer to the topological approach whereas ‘w-continuous’ and ‘w-complete’ will 

refer to the order-theoretical one. 

By introducing uariubles we shall make trees denote functions and not only 

values as we did up to now. 
Then we shall define the first-order substitution, i.e. the substitution of trees for 

variables in other trees as a syntactic counterpart of the composition of functions 

and we shall state its basic properties. 
We shall also introduce the second-order substitution, i.e. the substitution of trees 

for function symbols in trees. This corresponds to replacing a function name by its 

definition everywhere it occurs in some tree. 
When reducing trees to words (if p( f) = 1 for all f in F) the first-order substitution 

reduces to the concatenation of words whereas the second-order one reduces to 

the homomorphism. 
We shall use (possibly infinite) ranked alphabets F and G, not necessarily disjoint 

or distinct. 

3. I. Trees with variables 

Let V be a set of variables i.e. of symbols of arity 0. By using them together 
with F we can define the following sets of trees: 

M(F u V) also denoted by M(F, V), 

.h?“(F u V) also denoted by M”(F, V) 

and similarly for Mn(F, V) and ME (F, V). 
When using the notation M”(F u V) we use the elements of V as constants, 

whereas we emphasize their special role (see below) when we use the notation 

M”(F, V). r 

If we need an enumeration of V we shaZ take V = {VI, ~2,213, . . . , vn, . . .), 

V&=(L’,,.*., vk} and VO=8. 
Alternative sets of variables will be W, X, Y. 
For t in M”(F, V) we define Var(t), the set of variables from V occurring in t, 

i.e. Var(t) = (v E V lOcc(0, t) # 0). 

3.2. Derived operators 

Let A be an F-magma. 
It is clear that a tree t in M(F, Vk ) can be seen as denoting a mapping: Ak + A. 

Such a mapping is called a derived opemtor (derived from the F-operators) and is 

denoted by deropA(t ). 
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Proof. (2) follows from the fact that deropA : M”(F, Vk) --, (A& +A) defined by 
(3.2.1) is uniformly continuous (d(t, t’) = (l/2)” implies d’(derop,&), derop,&‘)) s 

IlAll” and Wll< 1). 
(3) follows from the fact that deropA :M”n (F, V+ (Ak +A) defined by (3.2.1) 

is monotone and o-continuous. Cl 

3.3. First-order substitutions 

By a first-order substitutiori we mean the operation which substitutes simul- 
taneously a tree o(u) for each occurrence of a variable t’ in a tree t yielding a tree 

o(t). 
We shall first give a direct definition of this operation in terms of trees defined 

as mappings from tree-domains to sets of symbols. Equivalent definitions will be 

given later, using the following general pattpxn: 
- definition by structural induction for finite trees 
- extension to infinite trees by uniform continuity or by o-continuity. 

The following definitions will be given with respect to a ranked alphabet F, a 

finite or infinite set V of variables such that V n F = v), a rinked alphabet G that 
is not necessarily disjoint from F and V. 

Definition. Let t E M”IF, V), let C(C) be a tree in M”(G) for all L‘ in V. 

The result of the sirwtltaneorrs substitutiorz of cr(c ) for I* E V irz t is the tree t’ 

defined as follows: 
For all (Y in Nt, t’(a ) is defined if and only if: either (Y E Dom(t ), t(a ) GZ V and 

then r’(a) = t(a) or a = @a’ for some 6 E Occ(c, 0, some c in V, some a’ in 
Dom(o(r)) and then t(a)=C+(r)(a’). 

It can be checked that t’ is a perfectly well-defined tree in .M”!F u G 1. We 

denote it by o(t); hence we consider D as extended from V to M”(F, V!. 

Such a mapping o is called a first-order substitutiorz. We shall also refer to t/w 

first-order substitrctiorr as the binary function associating m(t) with t in M”(F, V) 

and 0 : V + M”‘(G ), e.g. in Proposition 3.3.3. 
WC shall also use the notation I[V(V ),‘c ; L’ E V] for n(t). 

In many cases, V will be {c;,, . . . , v,,) and we shall use the notation 

Qlll I/L’,,, l l l , uJc,J with II, = CT(V,, 1 for 1 5 j <I- k. 
We shall also use the notation t[o l, . . . , UJ when C’ = {c 1, . . . , VI,) is known from 

t hc context. 

Remark 3.3.1. It is easy to check from the definition that a first-order substitution 

CT: M”(F, V) + hf”(F u G 1 satisfies the following properties: 

(ib a(f) =f if f E Fo, 
(ii) CT(f(t1,...,t,,))=f~~(t1) ,..., dt,,)) if fEF,,,nd, ~1,. .., t&W?F, V), 

i.e. that CT is an F-homomorphism. 
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Conversely, every F-homomorphism cp : M(F, V) * M”(F u G) satisfies: 

q(l) = t[cp(u)lo; u E VI, 

i.e. is the restriction to M(F, V) of a first-order substitution. 
We shall characterize first-order substitutions as corztirzuous or a-coufhuom 

F-homomorphisms. 
Note also that (i) and (ii) above give a definition by structural induction of the 

extension of a mapping u : V -, M”(G) into a mapping m :M(F, V) -) M”(F u G). 

The extension to M”(F, V) will be made ‘by continuity’ (in two ways). 

Let us finally remark that if T cMm(F), G c F the set fkf(G, T) defined above 
as the least sub-G-magma of M”(F) containing T is 

{a(t) 1 c E M(G, V) and U(U) E T for all ~1 in V}. 

Let us define the distance of two substitutions U, o’ : V + M”(G) as 

sup{dkrw,cr’(c))~o E V}. 

Proposition 3.3.2. For all t, t’ in M”(F, V), all v, CT’: V + M”(G) we hatv : 

( 1) &CT(~), dt’)) c Max{d(t, I’), d(u, 0’)). 

(2) d(cr(t), i(t)) d (l/2). &CT, a’) ift& V. 

Proof. Wo shall only prove ( 1). Just to simplify the notations and without loss of 

generality, we shall assume- that V = {PI, c,, . . . , rr;). Hence (r(t) = t[tl, . . . . tJ. 

dt’) = t’[t;, . . . , ti]. Let II =cr(t) and U’ =d(t’). 

Let (Y be a minimal clement of Dom(lc ) n Dom(rr ‘) such that 14 (CU 1 f rc’(a 1. Then 

either (Y = Py, p E Occ( ciq t ), y E Dom(t, ), I( ((u ) = t,(y) or a E Occ(_/t t 1 for some .r’E F 
and U(LY ,I =f: 

A similar alternative holds for cy with respect to t’, t;. . . . . t L. Let us onl! consider 

the case CY = Py = p’y’. 

Part ( 1) shows that the first-order substitution is uniforml! continuous in all its 
arguments. 
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deropA(t[tl,. . . , tJ) = derop&) 0 (deropA(tl), . . . , derop,&)). 

Proof. For fixed k, tl , . . . , tk, one can prove this for all t in M(F, ‘(/;(; (resp. in 

M&“, V,)) and then by continuity, this extends to all t in M”(F, Vk) by Proposition 

33.2 (resp. to all t in Mz(F, Vk) by Proposition 3.3.3. q 

Proposition 3.3.5. 7%e following pmperties of a mapping cT : M “( F, V ) + M “( F v G ) 

are eqrtiralent : 
(1) a(t) = t[u(o)/r; v E V], i.c. CT is a first-order substitution, 

(2) B(f[f,/O,. l l l , trlcr]) = f[dfI ,/u I, l l l 9 a(f,)/v,] 

for all 1~0, all t irr M”(F, VI) and 11,. . . , tl in M”(F, V), 

(3) m is uniformly continuous and is art F-homomorphism, 
(4) TV is uniformly continuous and o 1 M(F, V) is an F-homomorphism. 

F&termore, if R E F, they are equivalent to the following ones : 

(51 u is W-continuous and is an F-ltontornorphisrll, 

(6) (7 is w-contirtuorts and u / M(F, V) is an F-homomorphism. 

Proof. (1) _ (2) follows from Proposition 3.4.2 given below. 

(2) + (3). Proposition 3.3.2 shows that 

cf(u(r), cr(f’)) <- d 0, t’) 

for all t, t’ in M’(F, V). 

It suthces to take t =fW,. . . . , Q) in (21 to see that u is an F-homomorphism. 

Note that (2) implies trivially the validity of (1) for all t in M(F, V). 
(3) =+ (4). Trivially. 

(4) =+ (1). The identity m(t) = t[a(c )/c ; L’ E V] can be proved by structural induc- 

tion on t. for all t in M(F, VI. Since CT is assumed uniformly continuous, it extends 

to all t in M”(F, V). 
t 1) * (5). By Propositioil 3.3.3. 

(9 -3 (6). Trivially. 

(61+ ( 1). As for (4) * (1) by w-continuity. ‘El , 

.‘.4. i\~iSCClla~lCOltS propcrtit~s of first-o&r substitutions 

In most proofs dealing with tirst-order substitution of trees, one need not go 

back to the definitions but one can just use a few p~perties. 

All prc>ofs will be omitted. They can be done directly from the definitions. 

Proposition 3.4.1. Let cr, TV’ be first-order substitutions: M”(F, V)+ M”(F v G). 
Let s E M”(F, V). 

(1) If‘cVar(sJ andm(s)=cr’(s) than (T(L’)=(T’(c). 

(2) If &Var(s: and V’= V---(r) then h~)=s[cr(c’),W; C’E V’]. 
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(3) Subtree(a(s)) ={a(~‘)(.& Subtree(s)}u{u lu E Subtree( v E VNs)). 

We assume here that G A V’ = 8 and as above that F n V = 0. 

Proposition 3.4.2 (Associativi ty). Let 0 : M”(F, V) -) M”(G, V’) and 
8 :M”(G, V’) -M”(H) be first-order substitutions. ThePt for all t in M”(F, V), 
e(&)) = (6 W)(I) = r(t) where T is the first-order substitution: M”(F - V’, Vu 
(V’ OF)) + M”(H) such that a 

7(u) = I eb(v)) ij‘Li c V, 

m) if V’nF. 

Proof. Notice that O(tl) = O(qc)) if v E (V’nFk V. Cl 

Remark that if V’n F = 8 (in particular if V = V’) then T is the substitution: 
M”(F, V) + M”(H) such that ~(u)=@(u(u)) for L‘ in V. Another special case is 
the following: 

Proposition 3.4.3 (Commutativity). If CT : M”!F, V)-, M”fF, Vl md 
f) : M “(F, V’) + M”(F, V’) are -first-order substitutions with V n V’ = (I) and F n 
( V v V’) = 0 thurt for all t iu M”(F, V u V’), 

CT(f)(?)) = tqa(t)) = 7(f) 

\cfhere T : M “(F, V v V’) + M”(F, V v \3 is tlw first-or&r sttbstitutiorl srrch that 

The following proposition describes the effect of first-order substitution on branch 

languages (cf. Section 1.6). 

Let us first remark that locally finite trots arc prcservcd under first-order substitu- 

tion, i.e. that v(t) is locally finite if t and U(V) for all L’ in V are so. 
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Every first-order substitution can be viewed as a second-order one, but second- 

order substitutions are more difficult to study than first-order ones for the following 

reasons: 
(1) The result of second-order substitutions cannot be easily defined as in the 

case of a first-order one (cf. Section 3.3). Hence we shall not define them ‘directly’ 

on all trees, but only on finite trees first, and this by structural induction. 
(2) The extension to infinite trees does not always work in the metric approach 

due to a lack of continuity for certain erusirtg substitutions. 

Let us note that this veq 
isms of infinite words [55]. 

problem occurs when one wants to define homomorph- 

Definitions. Let F and G be two ranked alphabets, not necessarily disjoint and 

let V be a set of variables: Vn(FuG)=Q). 
Let rcM(F, VI, let F’ be a subset of F; for each f in F’, let v(f) be an element 

of M”(G, Vp,f,). 
The result of the (sirnuhrteous) szrbstitzttion of v(f) for f E F’ in t is the tree 6(t) 

also denoted by f(p( f J/f; f E F’} and defined as follows by induction on the structure 

of t: 

- if I = f(t,, . . . , t,,) with f& F’ then 8(r) = f(O(t,), . . . -, !?&,jj, 

- if t = f(tl, . . . , t,,) then 8~) = v(f)[@(td, . . . , ti(t,,Fj. 

Hence ti is a mapping: M(F) + M”(G u (F-F’)). In order to simplify the notation, 
WC shall assume that F -F’ c G in the sequel. Note that the variables of V which 

appear in the v(f j’s do not appear in the images by 8 of the elements of M(F). 

Such a mapping is called a secorr&o&er szrbstitzrtion. (But as for first-order substitu- 

tion, we shall also talk of second-order substitution as a binary mapping M(F) x 

\F’-,M”(G, V))dbf”(G).) It extends to l&j(F) by means of tl>e rule 

em=f?. 
We shall never substitute an>fthing for 0, i.e. we shall never put J? in F’. 

A second-order substitution as above is erasing if v( f> E V for some f in F’ and 
wmwsi~~g otherwise. We say that f such that v(f) E V is erased. 

If F’=={f,, . . . , fk} we shall also use the notation t{Y( fd/fl, . l . , vCfd/fk) for 
r(tq /Iif’: f e F’} and the notation r{~( ,‘,), . . . , d fk 1) if the sequence. fl, . . - ,fk is 
known from the context. 

WI: shall compare two second-order substitutions 8 and 8’ associated with v and 

I” tx: 
8 s f)’ if and only if v( fj s v’(f) for all f in F’, 

hfl+ 6’) =Sup{cf(v(f), v’(f))(f EF’}. 

Lemma 3.2.1. ( 1) The secorzd-order substitution considered ns R mapping : it&(F) x 

(F’+ Mz CC;, V)) + Mz (G ) is monotone ; it is o-continuous with respect to its second 

mgwnerrt. 
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(2) Let 8, 8’ be second-order substitutions : M(F) +M”(G). For all t in M(F), 

d@(t), e’(t)) s d(e, e’). 

(3) If e as above is not trivial, i.e. if e(u) f @(u') for some u azld u’ in M(F), the 
folro wing conditions are equivalent : 

(9 ll4l~ 1, 

(ii) e is uniformly continuous, 
(iii) 0 is nonerasing. 

Proof. We shall only prove (3). Let 8 be nonerasing. 

Let us show that for all t, t’ in M(F, V), 

6(r, t’) 6 8(0(t), W)). 

We show that for all n, for all t, t’E M(F, V), 

n G(t, t’) 3 If a(e(t), e(t’)). 

Wz do the proof by induction on n. 

There is nothing to prove if n = 0. 

Otherwise, let Iz = II’+ 1 siS(t, t’). Then t = f(tl, . . . , tk) and t’= f(t\, . . . , t;j with 

S(ti,tf)an’fori=l,..., k. 
Hence S(O&), O(t:)) 3 u’ for all i = 1, . . . , k. Then 

w(t), W)) =s(v(f)[e(r,), . . . , t9(l,)], v(f,[e(t; ), . . . , ecr;q, 

~l+Min{fi(B(rj),B(t:)~ll~iikk)~l+rl’=rr 

by Proposition 3.3.2. 
Hence 

d@(f), 80’)) s&r, 2’) 

which shows that fl is uniformly continuous and ll@ll s 1. 

Conversely, let us assume that 8 is erasing, i.e. without loss of generality that 

v(f) = cl for some f of arity 24. 

Let us define to = II, & = II’ and for all II, t,, f 1 = f (t,,, I,,, . . . , f,, ), t:, + 1 = f(t;,, . . . , l:, ). 

For all Ir a 0, 

etr,, 1 = B(rr ), e(r:, ) = turf ‘L ciyr,,, r:, ) 5. (1 /x1. 

It follows that @ll= a, hence that /@II > 1. Hence 8 is not uniformly continuous. !IJ 

H(L’) = c for all I‘ in 1’. 
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(0 Var@(t))c Var(r) for all t in M.(F, V), 
(ii) 8(t) = t for all t in V u {a}, 

(iii) Nfh l l l , td = O(f(o,, . . . , u&[@(t& . . . , O(t,)] for all f in F, all tl, . . . , tl 

in Mn(F, V). 

Proof. For the necessity, note that t9( f (cl, . . . , ~1)) = v(f) for f E F’ if 8 is a second- 
order substitution associated with v and F’. 

For the converse, it suffices to choose F’ = F and V(f) = t?( f (u 1, . . . , tl, j), I = p(f) 

for all f in F. Cl 

Notation. From now on the mapping v : F’ + M”(G, V) which defines a second- 

order substitution: Mn(F, V)-,Mg (G, V) will be extended to F by v(f) = 

f(h ,*‘-, L’,,,I,) for f in F-F’. 

Lemma 3.5.1 shows that second-order substitutions can be extended from finite 

trees to infinite ones by o-continuity, i.e. by application of Proposition 2.4.2. Its 

second part shows that the extension using continuity, i.e. Proposition 2.2.1 can 

be made only for nonerasing substitutions. 
We shall see that in the case of a nonerasing substitution the two extensions 

coincide on M”(F, V). in the case of an erasing substitution, the image of a tree 

in M”(F, 1’) can have occurrences of the symbol R. The simplest example is 

v(f) = c1 where p(f) = 1, 

t?(f”R) =n for all n 20, 

#(f’“, = e(Sup(f’Y2)) = sup e(f”n, = R. 

By a scco~~ti-order srrbstitzrtiorl : Mg (F, V) + MG (G, V) we mean the extension by 

co-continuity of a second-order substitution: A&(F, V) 44; (G, V). A weak 

swortd-order substitlrtiorl is a mapping: M;;‘(F, V)-* A.4: (G, V) (or: M”(F, V)-* 

M,“; (G, V)) which satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 35.2 for all 

t, fl, . . . , t1 in Ml”f (F, 1’) (resp. in M”(F, VI). It is erasirq if O(f(~y~, . . . , U~)E V 

for some f and rronerming otherwise. 

The following proposition is the analogous for second-order substitutik)ns of 

Proposition 3.35, 

Proof. Immediate consequence of i_zmma 3.5.2 and the varic;us definitions. Cl 

Here is a result showing that second-order substitutions are homomorphisms 

with respect to first-order substit?ltion taken as an operation. 
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Proposition 3.5.4. Let 8: hfz (F, V) + ME (G, V) be a second-order substitutiort. 
For every first-order substitution CT : V + Mg (F, V) and every tree t in ME (F, V), 

O(df)) = (6 O o)(t) = 7(@(t)) 

wiiere 7 is the first-order substitution such that ~(27) =c O(ak)) for all t‘ irt V. 

In a special case and with another notation: 

sct[u,, . . . , UJ) = e(t)[m,), I * l ,8W]* 

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5.2 (ii) and (iii) for t in M#‘, V) by induction 

on the structure of t. 

This identity extends to the case of t in Mz (F, V) by w-continuity. c3 

Example 3.5.5. Here is a weak second-order substitution f) : MG (F, 1’) -+ 
AI; (G, V) which is not w-continuous. 

F = If\, pifl= 1, G = M, p ((1) = 0. 

v(f) = L‘I, f)(f”C,) = c,, fit( f’Y2) = (2, ,(f”) = Q. 

It is not continuous either. 

The following proposition extends to weak second-order substitutions some 

results of Lemma 3.5. I. 

(1) 

ia 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

liOll S 1 , 
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It is clear that 

t = Lim f,, 
?l+Q) 

8(f,, ) = 8(t,,) = to for all II, 

e(t) = u f to. 

Hence 8 is not continuous. 
(5) + (1). Let f and t be as in the preceding proof. 

We shall construct two weak second-order substitutions 8’ and 8” such that 

e’(t) # W’(l) and which coincide with 8 on M(F, V). 
Let us assume that F contains two constants R’ and 0” such that @WI’) = R’ and 

@(R”) = 0” (otherwise we add them to F or take variables instead). Letting them 

play the role of R in Section 2.4, we obtain two structures of o-complete F mdgmas 

on M”(F, V) with respective partial orders 6’ and s”. 
Let 8’ and 0” denote the canonical extensions of 8 1 M(F, VJ to M”(F, V : with 

respect to S’ and s”. Proposition X.3 shows that 8’ and 0” are weak second-order 

substitutions and clearly, 83) = f2’, C(r) = 0” Z f2’. 
(l)+(S). Let 8 b e nonerasing and 8’ be such that 8 f A4(F, V) = 8’ 1 ME V). 
The substitution 8’ is nonerasing too. Hence both of them satisfy (3) and B = 0’ 

by continuity. fl 

Corollary 3.5.7. If c): ,W(F, V) + M”( G, VI is a nonerasing second-order suhstitu - 

fiort, its extension by o-continuity to Mz (F, V j arld its estcnsion by cohwity to 

AT“(F, V) coincide oil M”t F, V). 

Proof. The mapping 8 is uniformly continuous by Lemma 35.1, hence its extension 

by continuity to M”(F, VI, let us denote it by 6, is well defined. 

Let 6 be its extension by w-continuity to Mz (F, V). 
It is uniformly continuous by Proposition 3.5.6 hence coincides with e on 

&f”cF, V). El 

Remark 3.5.8. A tirst-order substitution CT: M’“(F, C’) --, M”(F u G) can be seen 
as the restriction to M”(Fu \‘r of a nonerasing second-order substitution 

0: M”lF w V, X)-+M”(F u G, XI defined by v such that 

lq’, =$A 1, . . . , s,, ) for f’ in F,,, II 3 0. 

Note that WC‘ consider V’ as a set of constants and we use another set of variables 

X to detine ti. 

The next proposition shows that the second-order substitution corresponds 

(semantically) to the replacement of a procedure name by the corresponding 
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expression tree (or in terms of abstract data types, to implementing a data type by 
means of another one). 

Proposition 3.5.9. Let e be a second-order substitution : M(F, V) + M (G, V) (resp. 
Mz (F, V)+ ME (G, V)) (resp. M”(F, V)-, M”(G, V) and nonerasing). Let A = 
(D, (gJgEG) be a G-magma (resp. an o-complete G-magma ) (resp. a contracting 
G-magma ), so that fB = deropA( v( f)): Dpff’ + D is well-defined in the three cases. 
Let B be the F-magma (0, (f&F). 

Then, for all t in M(F, Vk), (resp. in Mz(F, Vk)) (resp. in M”(F, Vk)), derop&) 
is defined and equal to der&p,&I( t)). 

Proof. Note that B is o-complete (resp. contracting) if A is. Hence derop& and 
derop&?(t)) are both defined in the three cases. 

The equality is easy to prove for finite t’s and can be extended to infinite ones 

by w-continuity (resp. by continuity). 0 

3.6. More 011 erasirlg substitrrtiom 

Let 6 be an erasing second-order substitution: M(F, V)+ M*(G, V), let 6 be 

its extension to Mz (F, V). 

Our aim is to characterize the set of trees t in M”(F, V) such that G(t) has no 

occurrence of I?. 
Let us show with an example why this set is not always empty. 

Example 3.6.1. Let us assume that p(f) = 1, p(g) = 2 and that 

Let 0 be the second-order substitution: M(F, V) + M(H, VI associated with 1’. 

(F = {f, g), H = (12)) and 6 be its extension to MS (F, V). We have for example 

&f”‘, = 0, &g(c,,f’“‘)) = h(e,), 

kR(R(g( ‘8 . , f”’ 1, f’” ), f”’ ,) = h ‘O, &g(f’: f”‘)) = /r(R). 

It is clear that, for t in M”(F, V) an occurrence of 0 in 6(t) comes from a subtree 
of r of the form f”‘. And this subtree must not be in the scope of the second 

argument of some g (if t has a subtrce g(tl, t2) then &rzl does not contribute to 
6(l) since ~‘2 & Var@ (g H. 

Definition 3.6.2. Let F be the alphabet {[.t\ i] [fE F. 1 s i s p(fl}u FU associated 
with F as in Section 1.6. 

Let E,, = ([f, i] [p(f) > 0, ZY(/‘) = ci} (E means ‘erased’) and let Nti = 

{[f, i]lp(f) > 0, v(f) & V, tii E Var( v(f,)} (N means ‘not erased’). 

We shall use the languages of branches Brch(t) and Brch”(t) defined in Section 
1.6. 
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If t EM~(F, V) then 
and Brch” (1) c l?. 

Brch(t) s Ff! (F. u V u {a}) (where F+ = (f E F 1 p (f) > 0)) 

Lemma 3.6.3. Let t EM~J(F, V). Then 8(t) = vi (resp. vi E Var(@(t))) if and only if 
tvvi E Brch(t) for some rvord w in ET: (resp. w in (& ul&)*). 

Let us introduce 

Brch,#) = Brch(t) n (& u &)*(F[, u V u {a),, 

Brchr(ti = Brch”(t) n (El, UN& 

A tree t in M”(F, V) is defined as e-good if Brchr(t) n (E, u &)*E;1” = 0. 
We shall prove that a tret : is e-good if and only if 6( t ) has no occurrence of 0. 

Let us precise this new concept with some remarks and a lemma. 
A finite tree is always &good. 
If an infinite tree is &good its set of branches Brch&) u Brchy(t) is included in 

W~(E, u /V#(F& V u $2)~ (E@ VA&)“) where b is a word in E$. This word b is 
uniquely defined and defir;es the tree u in the next lemma when t is infinite. 

Lemma 3.6.4. A trze t is &good If arrd only if it can Fc written t = u [t ;, . . . , t ;] where 
(i) u E M(F, VI), e(u) = ~‘1, 

(ii) t; is finite or is of the form f(;l.. . . , _K ) for f in F such that u(f) ti V and trees 

t1 , . . . , tk srtch that ti is &good for all i in $I ] such that vi E Var( v ( f )). 

We can now state: 

Proposition 3.6.5. Let 8 be a (possibly erusing ) second-order substitution : M(F, V) + 

M”(G, V). Let 6 denote its axontinuous extension: Mz (F, V) + Mz (G, V). 

For aN trees t irr M”(F, V), the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) t is &good, 
(2) t?(t) has tto occurrence of 0, 
(3) ciis contirrrrotrs at t. 

Proof. (1) +(2). Let t be O-good. 
If t is finite then &t) = O(t) E M”(G, V). If t is infinite, we shall prove that 

I@(t)\/ = m. We let IluII denote Min{)cYIla E @NO, 01). 
Let t be a O-good tree such l$(t )I1 < 00 and I$(t)[l is minimal. Wii shall derive a 

contradiction. 

Let t=tr[t;,..., ;;I as shown by Lemma 3.6.4. From Proposition 3.5.4 we get 

i(t) = 6(u ,[&t’, ), . . . , &?I 

=cict;, since@(n)=til. 
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If ti is finite e^( t\ ) has no occurrence of 0, hence Il@<t>ll= Il@(t’l )I1 = 00, contradicting 
the initial assumption. Otherwise 

t; y=f(t1, . . . , tk) and 6(ri ) = V(f)[i(fi)/oI; i E I] 

where I = {i 1 oi E Var( v(f))}. From this and since v(f) E iW’(G, V) - V, if l@~‘)ll< 00, 
there must exist i E I such that Il6(ti)ll C 00 and J@(tJ < llt!(t)ll. 

Since ti is &good, this contradicts the minimality of I$(t)ll. 

(1 j =+ (3). Let t be B-good. Let t,, be a sequence of trees in AI”@“’ V) which 
converges to f. 

There exists an increasing sequence u,, in M#‘, V ) such that 

u,, s t,, and IA,, s t for all n, f I= sup (u,, ). 
‘I 

It follows that 

&r,,) G &t,, ) and &I,,) s t?(r) for all n, 

t!(f) = sup th‘, 1, 

Lim 11&u,, )I1 = 00 since 6(t) has no occurrence of R 
,I -m X 

and (&I,, )),, + is increasing. 

Since &I,,) =s &t,,) thssc trees “are equal on all levels less than I!&,, ,II”. Cc. 

fi&r,,), k,,)) ~jI~(4,)ll. Similarly, S&U‘, ), cict u -3 II&r,, q and finally 

S&r,, 1, 6ct )) 2 IIih‘Ji. 

It follows that d&r,, 1, G(t)) converges to 0, i.e. that i(t) = Lim,,,, &t,, ). 
Hence i is continuous at t. 

(2) 3 (1). We show that if t is not &good then i(t) contains an occurrence of 

0. If t is such that Brch;;‘(r) c E;;’ (in that case Brchjp(f) is reduced to ;i single infinite 
word) then a(f) = 0. 

Otherwise there exists in Brchi’(t) an infinite word of the form Ml with P E 

E, uh$,Y5 and [?I E Ej;‘. This shows that t can bc written t = lr[fl, . . . , r/l for some 
I[ in MF, C’,) in such a way that 

Brch;;‘(f,) == {h 1). 
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, of the preceding proof, let (w,,).~O be a sequence: of finite Taking the notations 

trees such that 

\v,, =u[t:(I’,... ,I:“‘] foralln 30, 

f$)z.~k E Brch&ty’) for all II ~0, 

where ok is a variable which does not occur in t and 6:” is the prefix of 6 l of 

length U. 

Remark that 

8(t:“‘) = C’k, 

&U’,,) = e(u,[&ty ,, . . . ) cicrl”‘,] 

= f?(u)[&, &ty’,, . . . , i(t)“‘)]. 

Since ck does not occur in t, hence does not in i(t) either, S ( &IV,~ ), 6( t )) s icy 1 where 

cy E &!c(ck, F)(U)), i.e. &v.,) does not converges to 6(t). 0 

3.7. Misccllaneorts properties qf second-order substitu tiow 

A se.mnd-order substitution is vondeleting if Var(v(f)) = (l-1, ~2, . . , , zlk} for all 

k 5 1, all f in Fk. 

Lemma 3.7.1. A secorld-order srrhshrtiort is uoudeleting if arid only if Var( ,9 (t )) = 
Var(t) for all trees t in M(F, VI (resp. in M;;‘(F, V)) (resp. ir: M”(F, V) WIIYP~ 8 is 
11011 -erasing L 

Proof. As usual, by structural induction for finite trees and then, extension by 

continuity to infinite trees. 17 

Propositions 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 that we stated for first-order substitutions extend 

naturally to sccond&der ones. 
Let us note in particular the following application of commutativity (i.e. the 

extension of Proposition 3.4.3): 

Corollary 3.7.2, Lot F n G = fl, let t i, . . . , fk E M”(G ), kt f 1, . . . , f, E F md kt 14; E 

hf x F J G V,,, 1, ) ) - V for all i = 1, . . . , 1. Tljen, for all s irz M”(F v G, Vd: 

s[t,/r,. . . . , f,/L’J {Zl,/f,*. . . , lrr/f,}=s{lh/f,, . . *, Illlfi) [h/r:*, . ’ *, fkhl. 

Part (3) of Ftoposition 3.4.1 extends tls follows: 

Proposition3.7.3.Subtree(B(t))=Var(B(t))u{u[B(tl), . . . , t?(t,,,~]!u dubtree(d 
fu,, . * *, t, J E Subtree( t ), f E F,l, rr 2 0). 
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proof. Let US prove that every subtree @(t)/w of e(t) is of the form z-+ or 

u[e(tl), l ’ - 9 ~(t,,)] as required. The proof is an induction on Iw 1 and subsidiarly on 
the structure of I: 

Case /WI = 0: either t = Ui or t =f(tl, . . . , t,,) and we take u = v(f); 

Case lwl>O: then I =f(fl, , . . , t,,). Either w ~Dom(v(P)) and we are done with 
14 = P(~)/w or w = W’W” with W’E Occ(ui, v(f)), W”E Dom(ti) and Iw”l s 1~91; then 

@(t)/~ = 0(t,)/w” and the induction hypothesis applied to w” shows that @(r)/w has 

the desired form if Iw”l+l; if ]w”l= Iwl, i.e. if lw’l = 0, the induction on the 
structure of t can be used. 

The converse inclusion is easier to prove. q 

4. Regular trees 

This section is devoted to regrrlar twes. Such trees naturally arise in the process 
of ‘unlooping’ flowcharts. They also appear as results of _firsr-~~&r rlrrificnriorl in 

the generalized sense of Huet [48]. 

We shall characterize regular trees as solutions in MT(F) of certain systems of 

equations. Solving such systems equation by equation will allow us to denote regular 
trees by some kind of mtiorlai~spr~~ssiczns (Cousineau [29]). We shall also charactcr- 

ize them as forming the jil~e itcratiw theory gcrzcrat~vd by F (Ginali [4O], Elgot et 
al. [34]). Finally we shall characterize them in terms of their language of branches 

!Courcelle [ 1 S, Section 1.6) or their languages of occurrences (Ginali 140, Section 
I .6]r. 

All definitions of this section will be given with respect to a fixed ranked alphabet 

F. The extension of all definitions and results to a s&ted alphabet does not raise 
any di@.culty except perhaps for notations. It will not be done. 
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The family of regular trees is closed under first-order substitution. (4.15) 

We mean by this that a(t) is regular if t E R(F, V) and a(u) is a regular tree for 

all u in V. More generally: 

The family of regirlar trees is closed under second-order substitution. (4.1.6) 

We mean by this that O(t) is regular if t is regular and v( fJ is regular for all f in 

F (with the notations of Sections 3.5-3.7). This follows immediately from Proposi- 

tion 3.7.3. 

4.2. Svstems of regular equatiorts w 

A system of regular equatiolls, (we shall also say a r~@nr system) is a finite 

system of the form S = (xl = 11 I, . . . , x,* = u,,) where xl, . . . , x,* are the wrknowtzs 

and ~1, . . . , u,, are elements of F({xl, . . . , x,,}), i.e. are all of the form f for f in F. 

or f’( s, , , . . . , _I-~,) for f in Fk, k 2 1, i,, . . . . ik in [n]. 
We associate with S a mapping ISI : M”(F)” + M”(F)” defined by ISl(ft, . . . , t,, i = 

(lll[ll/Xl,. . . , t,,/S,,], . . . , 14,,[i~/.Vl,. . . f,l/X,I]). 

A solrrtiorz of S is an rz-tuple (tl, . . . , t,,) of freec in M”(F) s~t~sfyirzg the equations 

(where each f in F has its standard meaning on M”(F) (see Se&m 0, i.e. is a 

fix-point of the associated mapping iSI. 

Proof. The first two assertions will be proved later for more general systems of 

equations (Theorem 4.3.1). 
Let t be a regular tree. For each element II of Subtree let us introduce an 

unknown s,,. Let X be this set of unknowns. For each x,, in X WC have to define 

an equation of the form s,, = sI, for some s,, in F(X). If II = f(rc I, . . . , 11,~ ) for 14 1, . . . , uk 

in Subtree we take s,, = f’(s ,,,, . . . , A+,,, ). The system of all these equations is regulx, 

the family of trees (II),,,, s is a solution of this system, hence its (unique) sol&on. 

The compont‘nt of this solution corresponding to x, is clearly 1. Z 

Example 4.2.2. Let F = {f, g, 11, I 1 } with I = p(g) = 2, p(t7 1 =p(h) = 0. 

‘l’h~ trt’c t -flu, g(P, gth, g(h, . . . )))I is regular since Subtree( t ) = {I, tl, n, h} where 

11 = KU), g(h, g(i>, * - - ))). It is the first component of the unique solution in MY(F) 

of :he regular system S =(x0 =/7x2, xl), x1 = p(x.3, slj?. x2 = n, s.~ = h!. 

‘rhis tree is shown in Fig. 2. 

A generalized system of regular eqlratiorls (or a generaked regular system ) is a 

finite system of the form S = (x 1 = II I, . . . , s,, = u,,) where II 1, . . . , II,, are elements 
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of M”(F,X,) and X,1 =(X1,. . , , xI1} is the set of unknowns. A mapping ISI is 
associated with S exactly as in Section 4.2. 

A solution of S is an n-tuple of trees (?I, . . . , t,,) in M”(F) such that ti = 

ui[tl , . . . , t,], i.e. a fix-point of ISI. 
If a system S as above has regular right-hand sides, i.e. if ~1, . . . , u,# belong to 

R (F, X) we say that S is a system of extended regulur equations or an extended 
regular system. 

Finally, a generalized regular system S satisfies the Greikh condition or is a 
Greibach system if none of its right-hand sides is an unknown. 

Theorem 4.3.1. A generalized regular Greibnch system has a unique solution irt 
M”(F). All components of the solutiorz of art extertded regular Greihaclt system are 

regular. 

Proof. Let E =M”(F)” considered as a metric space. Then E is complete since 
M”(F) is. 

Since none of the 14~‘s belongs to (~1, . . . , A-,,}, the mapping ISI is contracting. This 

follows from Proposition 3.3.2 part (2). Hence, by Theorem 2.1.1,ISl has a unique 
fix-point, i.e. S has a unique solution in M”(F). 

Let us now assume that the Iii’s are regular. Let (t,, . . . . t,,) be the solution of S. 
Let A =U{A, 11 ~j s a) where Ai =(f([tl, . . . , t,,]It’ESubtree(lci)) for j = 

1 )..., 11. 

Since the 11,‘s are regular. the set A is finite. Let us prove that §uhtree!t,) c A 
for all i in [n], and this will prove that the ti’s are regular. 

We show that for all w in NT, for all i in [II] the tree t&r belongs to A if it is 

defined. And we do the proof by induction on 1~ 1. 

If HP E Dom(lri) then tilt\* = (lli/M*)[tlc . . . , t,,] hence belongs to Ai since II,/W E 

Subtree(rci ). 
If IV = W’W” for some occurrence W’ of c,# in 14, and some node W” of t, (recitll 

that t, = 11,[11* . . . , t,, 1). Since ldi & {X 1, Y ) we have 1~‘; >O and I\\@“[ c IrvI, hence 
l l ’ 3‘ 81 

t,/~r* = tip/\\“’ which belongs to A by the induction hypothesis. 
Otherwise 1%’ does not belong to Dom(rc, ) and thcrc is nothing to prove. 113 

Remark 4.3.2. Let us dcfinc a generalized system as proper if it has a ut-riqurt~~~~lution. 

In order to characterize the proper systems let us say that an unknown .I, of S 

(as above) is sirzgukzr if ISI’ (.Y 1, . . . , A-,, 1 = (s 1, . . . , s,, 1 with si = s, for some /J 2 1 (such 
a p can be taken less than II if it exists). Otherwise .Yi is rtormingulm. 

It has been shown by Bloom et al. [7] that a system is proper if and only if it 
has no singular unknown. 

Two singular unknowns .Y, and .Y, are irrti’t~~t~ndcrlt if for all p 3 1, S, f S, where 
as above, ISI”C.u ,, , . . , .I-,* ) = (s 1, . . . , s,, L 

All solutions of a nonproper system can be defined parametrically in a unique 

way ir! terms of arbitrary values given :o independent singular unknowns. More 
details will be given in Lemma 4.9.8. 
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4.4. Solving regular systems equation by equation . 

LetS=(xl=ul,...,x, = u”) be a proper generalized regular system. Let us single 

out its first equation. It can be solved in M”(F, (x2, . . . , x,}) by considering the 
unknowns x2,. . . , xn as constants. Let tl denote its solution, i.e. the unique tree 

such that tl = uz[tl/xl]. 
Let now S’ be the system (x2 = u i, . . . , x,# = u :I) where u i = u&/x J for i = 

293 , . . . , n. Let (t$, . . . , t:,) be its solution. 

Claim 4.4.1. (1) The system S’ has a unique solution (ti, . . l , tf,). 

(2) Tote solution of S is the n-tuple (t\, . . . , ti,) where t’l = t&‘x2,. l l , ~~/x,,]. 

Proof. Let us verify that for any solution (t$, . . . , t:,) the associated (ti, &, . . . , :i,) 
is a solution of S : 

t’l = t,[t ;/x2, . . . , t:, /X”] 

= ul[tl/xl][t;/.~z, l ’ . , t:,l%,l 

= u*[t,[t;/x2,. . . , t:Jx,.;/xl, 4/x.7_, * - l 9 U&l 

= u&;/xl, t;/xz, * l l , t:,/x,,l. 

For i = 2,. . . , n, 

with similar computations as for t\. 
Hence if S’ had two distinct solutions, so would have S which is not the case by 

assumption. Hence S’ has a unique solution and it satisfies part (2) of the claim. Cl 

Arguing by induction on the number of equations, one can show that solving a 

system of II equations reduces to solving rz single equations and composing appropri- 

ately their solutions. 
This method is fully similar to the one used in language theory to solve regular 

systems of equations in terms of rational expressions, This suggests to do the same 
for regular trees. 

3.X Ratiorzal expressions denoting regular trvvs 

Cousineau has defined in [29] a class of ‘rational expressions’ in order to denote 

regular trees obtained as solutions of regular systems. Our presentation of his res ltts 
differs substantially from his. 
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Definition 4.5.1. We introduce on M”(F, Vk) a new operation named Star. For z 

in M”(E, V&--{Q} we define Star(t) as the unique tree in M”(F, Vk-1) such that 

Star(t) = t[Star(t)/ul, u&, . . . , u&utJ. 

The existence and unicity of Star(t) follows from Theorem 4.3.1. 

If t E M’“(F, {ul)) then Star(t) E M”(F) (=M”(F, Vo)) and I E M”(F) if and only 
if Star(t) = t. 

Note that Star(ul) is not defined. We could define it as 0, the ‘bottom’ tree (see 

Section 3’) and this would be useful for expressing feast solutions of possibly 

nonproper regular system (0 is clearly the least solution of the equation .Y I= x 1). 

We shall discuss this later (see Section 4.10) but we restrict here our attention to 
extended regular systems that are proper. 

Remark finally that the star operaticn depends on a precise set of variables, here 

V = {L!,, 02, . . . , u,,, . . . } which will be kept fixed in this section. 

Lemma 4.5.2. Let u E M”(F, Vk + I) - (~1) and tl, . - . , fk E M”(F, VI). The11 
Starlu)[tl, . . . , fJ = Star(u[C&, . . . * Ii&k+ 13, duve t: = t,[rJCI, . . . , cl, JcJ for 

i=l,...,k. 

Proof. We have Star(rr)=1f[Star(ll)/L‘,, c,/L’~. . . . , L’Jc~+J. Let I(‘= 
Starh )[r,, . . . , IL]. Proposition 3.42 gives us 

On the other hand, Star(u[r&, . . . , tL/l’r, + J is the unique tree w in M”W, \.*,I 

such that 

Since t;, . . . , f; have no occurrence of I‘~, (21 can he written 

where 

By definition of t:, 

Since II f ~7~. the equation 

s = ll[.Y/L’,, t&J>, . . . , t/JL’k ) ,] 

has a unique solution in M‘(F, VIA This shows together with Cl), (3) and (41 that 
[I ’ = li’. g 
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Definition 4.5.3. A rational expression is (in this paper) an element e (or e 1, e’ n l . ) 

of M(F u {*}, V). The tree Val(e) it possibly denotes can be inductiveiy defined as 
follows: 
- if e = vi then Vd(e) = vi, 
- if e=f(el,...,ek) then Val(e) =f(Val(el), . . . , Val(ek)) if each of 
Val(el), . . . , Val(ek) is defined and Val(e) is undefined otherwise, 
- if e = +(e’) then Val(e) = Star(Val(e’)) if Val(e’) is defined and is not nl and Val(e) 
is undefined otherwise. 
We say that e is defined (undefined) if Val(e) is. 

It is easy to check that e is undefined if and only if it contains a subexpression 
of the form *(*( 9 l 9 *(IQ) a l l )) with k occurrences of *. 

We can already solve some regular systems: for instance let S = 

(x1 =f(X*r g), x2 = lt (x1, x2)). Its solution is (el, e$, i.e. more precisely the pair 
WaNed, VaNed) where el = *(fb, 9)) and e2 = *(h(*(fb~l, g)), z.d). 

In order to apply the method of Section 4.4 and solve arbitrary systems we need 

a way to form a rational expression Comp(e, el, . . . , ek) having the valueeVal(e) 
[Val(el), . . . , Val(ek)]. It is easy to check that taking e[e&?l, . j . , e&J +-auld be 
incorrect. 

\ 

Definition 4.54. Let Comp(e, e : , . . . , ek) be the rational expression defined as 

follows by induction on the structure of e: 
- ife= &Ii and Isick thenComp@ 41. . . ,ek)“&, 

- ife= L‘, and i>k then Comp(e,e1,. . . ,ek)=t’i, 

- if 4 =f(e\, . . . ,e;) then Comp(e,el,. . . ,ek)=f(el,. . . ,e;) where ey = 

Comp(el,e*,...,ek)fori=l,...,( 
-ife= *(e’) then Comp(e, el, . . . , t’k) = *(Comp(e’, cl, e;, . . . , e[)) where e:’ = 
COmp(ei, $2, c3, . . . , t‘l+ 1) for ali i = 1, . . . , k and I is large enough such that Val(eJ E 

M”(F” VI) for all i = 1, . . . , k. 

In the last clause above, we shall put Shift(ei) instead of ey where Shift is a 

mapping on regular expressions acting as Ae . Comp(e, v2, ti3, . . . , uI+,) but which 

can be defined directly. 
Actually, we shall define Shift(k. e) for k 2 1 and we shall take 

Shift(e ) = Shift( 1, e ), 

if i <K, 

if i 2 k, 

Shift(k,f(c,, . . . , e&) =f(Shift(k, el), . . . , Shifttk, e,)), 

Shift(k, *(e)l= *(Shift( k + i, e)). 

Claim 4.5.5. For all defirled ratiorzal expression e and all infeg2r k 2 1. 

Val(Shift(k, e)) = Val(e)[t’k+&.& uk +JL!~+-I, . . . , ci+JC!] dare 1 is s&l that 

Val(e) E M”tF, C; 1. 
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Proof. By induction on the structure of e. We only consider the case e = *(e’) where 

Val(e’) E M”(F, &+I)* Then 

Val(e)[vk+bk, . . . , vd~~l 

= Star(Val(e’))[vk+Jvk, . . l , v~+hl 

= Star(Va&e’))[zb UZJ, . l g , h-1, &+I, . . . 9 Q+II 

=!hr(Va~(e’)[u&h~, . . . , u&k, u&+2/v&+1,. . . 9 ~I+Zh+& (1) 

= Star(Val(e’)[u&+Z/uk~~, l v l , u1+2/u1+1]) 

= Val(*(Shift(k + 1, e’))) 

= Val(Shift(k, e)). 

(2) 

We have used Lemma 4.5.2 to obtain (1) and the induction hypothesis to obtain 

Claim 4.56 If e, el, . . . , ek are defined rational 
Val(Comp(e, e 1, I . . , e&)) = Val(e)[Val(e I), . . . , Vd(e&)]. 

expressions then 

Proof. By induction on the structure of e. Once again the only interesting case is 
e = *(e’). Then 

Val(Comp(e, 4 1, . . . , ek )) 

= Vd(*(COmp(e’, vl, Shift(e,), . . . , Shift(ek)))) 

= star(Vai(e’)[t&, . l . , d/v& +I]) 

by induction and Claim 4.5.5, with t: = Val(ei)[vz/cl, . . . , t~l+lf~‘,]. Hence, by 

Lemma 4.52, 

Val( Comp(e, Y I, . . . , e& )) = Star( Vai(e’))[&Tai(e I), . . . , Vai(e& )] 

= val(e)[val(el), . . . , vai(e&)]. a 

Proof. The value of a rational expression is a regular lree: this is an easy con- 
sequence of Theorem 4.3.1 and the definition of Star. 

Conversely, let S = (X 1 = it ), . . . , .qt = u,,) he a regular system. We shall construct 
an n-tuple of rational expressions denoting its solution. 

Actually, we shall do the construction in a more general case, where S is a proper 
extended regular system where lli = Val(ei)[.r l/v*, . . . , x&J for some rational 
expressions el, . . . , e,,. (It is useful rrot to identify Xi and ci as it will appear soon). 

If n = 1 then the solution of S is tl = Val(*(el)). 
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Otherwise, we start solving S by following the method of Section 4.4 (and using 
the same n3tatibJns). It is clear that 

tl = VN*(ed)lxdul,. . . 9 xnJvn-d. 

In both cases *(el) is defined since otherwise Val(el) would be ul and S would 
not be proper. 

We let e: =Comp(e, *(el), 01, . . . , v,-1) for i = 2, . . . , n so that the system S’ of 
Section 4.5 is exactly (x2 = ul, . . . , xn = u I) with LI: = Val(eI )[x&J 1, . . . , x,Ju,~ - 11 

for i = 2,. . . , n. 
By induction, we can assume that we know rational expressions e$, . . . , e ,” 

defining the solution of S’ and we need only compute e:’ = Comp(e 1, e;, . . . , 4:) 

to obtain an rr-tuple (e y, eq, . . . , e:) defining the solution of S. That tl = Val(e:‘) 
follows from Claim 4.4.1 and the induction hypothesis for i = 2, . . . , n and from 
Claims 4.4.1 and 4.5.6 for i = i. Cl 

Example 4.5.8. Let S be the system 

s = x f( ) 9 y =g(x,y,z), 2 =iiiy,z). 

Solving the first equation gives us 

s = *(f(ol)l 

1 Tar simplici P, we identify a rational expression with its value). Then the system 
S reduces to the following two equations: 

!’ = ;(*!f(c&, L’l, v2I[ylc,, z/c,], 

z = li (c*, c’z)[y/c*, z/c,]. 

By defining c* as g(*(f(olh vl, VT.), we get 

y = *(e )[z/tq] 

and we are reduced to solve 

We now obtain the final expressions for z and y: 

z = *(h(qg(“(f(L‘1))* t‘l, ki), Cl)), 

y = Comp(*(e ), e’) 

where e’ is the rational expression defining z. After evaluation of Comp(*(e*i, 4’) 

one gets 

y= *(g(*(f(cd, 01% *vi(*(g(*(f(ud), 01, v2h h)))* 
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4.5.9. Applications to program transformations 
It is known that arbitrary flowcharts cannot be transformed into equivalent 

while-programs without introducing auxiliary variables (see for instance Elgot [33]). 
But such a transformation can be done if one allows (like in EXEL [56]) do-repeat 
loops with exit statements of the form exit i for i > 1 (causing a jump out of the 
ith surrounding do-repeat loop). This can be established as a corollary of Theorem 
4.5.‘7 in the following way. 

From a rational expression denoting the execution tree of a flowchart, one can 
obtain a ‘structured program scheme’ by translating *( . . . ) into do(. . .) repeat, tti+i 
into exit i for i 2 1, vl into the null statement (since v 1 corresponds to a return to 
the beginning of the surrounding do. . . repeat loop or to the end of the whole 
program). By replacing the action symbols by their meanings, written as sequences 
of ground statements, one obtains a program equivalent to the initial ‘unstructured’ 
program. This proof method is due to Cousineau [28]. 

4.6. Iterative theories of trees 

We shall present a nice algebraic structure that one can put on M”(F, V) 
the basic operations of which are the compositiorl (i.e. the first-order substitu- 
tion) and the iteration (i.e. taking the solution of generalized regular system). 
It has been invented by Elgot [32] and developed in a series of papers [6, 7, 8, 10, 
34,401. 

The basic objects will not be. irees but rz-tuples of trees also called rr-trees. The 
reader will have noted that our substitution t[rcl, . . . , I{,,] is a binary operation 

concerning a tree t and an n-tree II = (14 1, . . . , u,,). Hence, the introduction of n-trees 

is natural in a theory emphasizing the properties of substitution whereas trees are 

natural in a theory emphasizing the F-operations. 
Rather than starting with the general definition of an iterative theory, we describe 

the iterative theory T ‘of’ infinite trees over the ranked alphabet F. The iterative 
theory R -of‘ regular trees over F can be characterized as the free itcwtiw thrq 
gmeruted by F as we shall see later. 

The set of variables 1;’ = (lo 1. . . . , L’,,. . . .I’ is fixed and will play a similar role as 
in Section 4.5. 

For all integers .rz, [J 3 0 let US donotc by 7*,,.,, the set of rl-tuptcs of trees in 
M ? F, k’,,j, hereafter called II-II’CC*S. If II = 0 then T,,.,, is reduced to the cmptv 
sequence, here denoted by (I,,. If I-, = 0 then T,,./, consists of sequences of trees in 
M’(F) (unless u = 0). 

The substitution extends in an obvious way into an operation associating with 

Y - LQ, . . . , s,, 1 in T,l,l, and I = (t,, . . . , r,,) in T,,.,, the rl-tree s . t = 14 = (44 1. . . . . u,,) k 

7’,,,‘ I such that I(, = s,[z&~, . . . , f,,,h,,] for i = 1, . . . , II. 

Scquenccs can be formed by mcans of trrplitlg which associates with fl, . . . , t,, in 

r,.,, the clement (t,, . . . , r,,) of T ,,., I equal to (O Ir . . . , II,,! where tt = \zr, I and II, E 

M’(F, I’Jfori== 1, . . . . [I. 
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For all p 2 1, we denote by IP the element (u 1, . . . , vp) of Tp,., and by ri,p the 

element (Vi) of Tl,p (for 1 s i =sP). These notations-as justified by properties (4.6.2) 
and (4.6.3) below. The index p will be frequently omitted. 

The operations introduced above satisfy the following properties: 

(s.t).u=s.(t.u), (4.6.1) 

s.I =s, (4.6.2) 

ni l (tl9 l l - 9 tn) = tj, (4.6.3) 

t = (77, l t, m2 l t, . . . ,7r,, . t) (4.6.4 j 

for all objects s, t, ~4 of appropriate type. 
Finally, for t in T,, and u in Tp,,, we shall use (t, u) as a shorthand for 

(w1.t,m2.t ,..., tr,.t,~~.~ ,..., rr,.u).Nence(t,u)isin T,x+p,q. 
Up to now, we have only defined an algebruic theory T = ( T,l.p )n,pzO, and we 

already know two subtheories of T: 

R = ( Rn,p)r,,p30, where I?,,,,, = R V% VP)” 

and 

We denote them by TF, RF and & if we want to indicate the alphabet. 

We can reformulate Theorem 4.3.1 in the framework of the above algebraic 

theories. 

LetS=(rr=Irr,...,L‘,,= ~4”) be a generalized regular system in Greibach normal 
form. Solving it amounts to finding (tl, . . . , t,,) in M”(F)” = T& such that ti = 

~~i[~ll~l , . . . , t,,/c,,] i.e. to finding some t in T,, such that 

t = 14. t (4.6.5) 

where 14 is the element (14 1, . . . , u,,) of T,,.,. 

Our Theorem 4.3.1 asserts the existence and unicity of such a t. It will be denoted 

by II+. 

More generally all equations of the form 

t = II . (1, If,, (4.6.6) 

where 14 E T,,,,, t p, n, . II f T, for all i, j E [n: have a unique solution in T,,,!,, also 

denoted by M’ and which is the solution in M”(F, VP)” of the generalized regular 

system: 

S=(Sr=&. . . ,s,, =u:,> 

where 

24: = u~[.x,/~‘~, . . . , X,/L’,, z.Q/L’,,+~, . . . , v,lv,+,l for i = 1,. . . , n. 

We exnress this bv saving that T is closed under conditional iteration or is iterative. 
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Note that (4.6.5) is the special case of (4.6.6) where p = 0. 

Note also that for 11 in T1,,, identified with M”(F, VII), II* = Star(u). 
Theorem 4.3.1 also shows that R is iterative whereas M is not since the equation 

x =f(x) has no solution in M(F). 

Remark 4.6.7. A similar structure has been proposed by Arnold and Dauchet [l] 

under the name of magmoid. The basic operations are the composition and the 
terzsor product whkh associates with u in T,,,p and u’ in T,,a,l,a the element t = 

h * l . , b+,,d of T,+,c [J+p’, . denoted by t = 14 0 d, such that 

There is no special notation for Star or -i-. 

4.7. Ger~eral iteratice theories 

An algebraic theory J consists of non-empty sets J,,,,, for 12, p 2 0 together with 

an operation named composition denoted by ., a multi-adic operation named 
source-tnplirlg and denoted by ( , . . . , ), objects O,, in .&I,,, for p 20, l,, in JI’.l, and 

n r.lJ in JI.~ for 1~ i 5 p (also denoted by I and ni ). The objects 7, are said 

distiizguished. All these objects and operations must satisfy conditiqns (4.61 j to 

(4.6.4) (for all IN, II, p, 4 2 0, all s in J ,,,,,,, all t in J,,,{‘, all 11 in J,,,<{, all i in [II]: 0,) 

is another notation far ( ) so that (4.6.4) says that Jo.,, is reduced to O,,). 
One assumes that ri,fl f ni,,, if i f j. 
The theory is ideal if for all 14 in J l,,, if 14 is not distinguished (i.e. II f n ,,,, for all 

i E fp]j then for all t in J[,.,,, II . t is not distinguished. An object II in J ,,,, , is itlea if 
for all i E [II], TT, . 11 is not distinguished. 

The theories ‘of trees’ T, R and h/l art‘ ideal and an rl-tree (111, . . . , I(,, \ is ideal 

if and only if none of I( 1, . . . , II,, is :I variable. 

An ideal theory J is sculw i:w ~%~ if for every ideal II in JI. 1 , ,, the equation 
(4.6.6) has a unique solution in J I,,, (it will hc dcnotcd by II ’ A It is (ccc&w j iftwfit*t* 
if the same holds for cvcry ideal 11 in J,,,,, , ,, (rl 2 1, 11 -2 0~ The solution II ’ is then 

in J,,.,,. 

Remarks 4.7.1. ( I) In the case of trees, the wndition “If is ideal” is stronger than 

the condition ‘*rTTI * I{ f YT, for all i, i in [n]” that was used in Theorem 4.3.1 and in 
(4h.6~ sit-w the latter allows II, in {r,, , 1, t*,, +?, . . . , L‘,~ ,,,). 

(2) The results we mentioned in Remark 3 3 3 *. .I art‘ actually prowd in [7] for 
art% t rare idcal t hcorics. 

‘Ik method u’t‘ used in Section 3.4 to solve systems cqllation by equation is 

applicable in any scalar iterative theory. The unicity of the solution of (4.6.6) can 

;rlso be proved from the unicity in the scalar case. Hence 
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Proposition 4.7.2 ([B]). A theory is iterative if and only if it is scalar iteratke. 

4.7.3. Ima tive theory expressions 

Let J be an iterative theory, F a ranked alphabet, v a iuapping: F --) J such that 

v(f) is an ideal element of J 1.k for all f in Fk. We shall sky that f denotes v(f). 
We shall now define iterative theory expressions ovu F, each of them having a 

type (n, p), in such a way that e of type (n, p) denotes an element eJ,,, of &, (which 
may be undetined, See below). 

The set &(n, p) of (iterative theory) expressionc, over F of type (12, ‘p) is defined 

as follows: 

- 0, belongs to &(O,p), 

- IT,,, belongs to &( 1, p ), 

- (41, . . . , e,,) belongs to E&I, p) if el, . . . , en belong to &(l, p), 

- e . e’ belongs to E&I, 4) if e belongs to E&I, p) and e’ belongs to &(p, 4 ), 
- et belongs to E&I, p) if e belongs to E&Z, n +p), 

- f belongs to &( 1, k) if f E Fk. 
The formal definitiovl of eJ.1. can be given by induction on the structure of Y in 

an obvious way, with the requirement rhat (ei) r,r is defined only if eJ,,, is defined 

and ideal. 

Let us detail a few rules: 

- (4 . e’)J.,. = eJ.#. . e).,. if 41.1, and e;.,. are both defined and undefined otherwise, 

- (e?l.,. = (eJ,,.)’ is defined md is ideal and undefined otherwise. 

One could also declare that (e’)J,,, is defined if and only if eJ.v is defined and the 

equation lf = eJ.,, l (u, Ip) has a unique solution in J, but we shall not use this 

alternative definition. 
Note also that we do not distinguish corstant and operation symbols (i.e. 

Qp vi.pr t 9 l l l 9 l 1, '9 9 ) from what they denote in J. 

Let us finally mention that iterative theory expressions have been used by Bloom 

ana Elgot [6] to define and construct free iterative theories. 

The detinition of a hornornorplzisrn V : .I 4’ of algebraic theories is obvious: !? 

must map J ,,,,, into J: ,.,, and must preserve operations, distinguished elements etc. . . . 

We say that F is ideal if J and J’ are ideal and P maps an ideal object onto an 

ideal one. 
Let v be a family of mappings: F --* J as in Section 4.7.3. It is easy to see that 

1’ extends uniquely into a family of mappings VI,, : M(F, VP) -+J1,, such that 

and Iby tupling into mappings V& : MV’, V,Y’ -&, defining a unique home- 

morphism: A& +J. 
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This shows that & is the free algebraic theory generated by F. 
If J is iterative and since v(f) is ideal for all f in F, it can be shown that P 

extends uniquely into a homomorphism; RF +J. Hence 

Theorem 4.8.1 ([34,40]). RF is the free iterative theory generated by F. 

Since an ideal homomorphism of iterative theories !P maps 11’ onto (Y(N))* we 

mzrst define P,,,&*) as (P,,.,,+&))’ for u in M ,,,,, +P. And this (together with tupling) 
defines P,l,P for all element of R,,,p. But we must show that P&, is well defined, i.e. 
that if ui = wi then (?P”,,l+P(~))t = (Yn,n+p(~))tg 

This is the crux of the proof of Theorem 4.8.1 (see [34,40]). 

We shall denore by eF the value of an expression e in RF if f denotes 7 for a\! 
f in F. 

Corollary 4.8.2. For every iterative theory J, ewry ideal rnappirzg v : F + J, every 
expression 4 : 

( 1) eJ,,. is defined if and on/y if eF is defined, 
i 2) if eF is defined then eJ,,, = *(eF) where p: RF + J is the zmiqzze hornontorphisnt 

m-tendiq V. 

Proof. (I) and (2) can be proved simultaneously by induction on the structure of 
4. Note in particular that 

(e ’ )J.I, is defined if and only if 

(I~,~, isdefined and ideal if and only if 

CF is defined and ideal (since ear,,. = q’(+) by induction and q1 is ideal) if 
and only if 

(u ‘)F is defined. c] 

Two expressions are tq~‘~le~t if in all itcratitive theory, either they denote the 

same thing or they are both undefined. 

Let us also remark that Cousineau’s rational expressions can LX detined as the 

subset RSEF of restricted wzlar espressiorzs over F, inductively defined :tq follows: 
- m,,,, belongs to RSEF(p), 

- I) ’ belongs to RSE&J) if c belongs to RSE& + 11, 

- f&I,..*, ek ) belongs to RSEF~P ) if ,f E Fk and B 1, . . . , ek belong to RSEF(p i (for 
k -= 0 we have f. O,, in RSEF(pH. 
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Theorem 4.8.4. For evti .y? mqwession e over F of type (n, p j, one can find restricted 
scalar expressions 4 ‘1, . . . , e k mer Fand of type p, such that (e ‘1, . . . , e L) is equivalent 
to e. 

Proof. If f?F is undefined there is nothing todo. Otherwise t?F = (tl, . . . , tn). Theorem 

4.5.7 shows that one can find rational expressions e;‘, . . . , ez such that Val(e7) = ti 
for all i. The translation of er into ei in REEF such that e& = Val(ei’) is obvious 

so that 4J7 = (ei, . . . ) e&T. 

Corollary 4.8.3 shows that e and (e\, . . . , ei,) are equivalent. Cl 

The above connection between Cousineau’s theorem and iterative theories is a 

new result. 
Elgot proves in [32, part 2 of the main theorem] and [33, Theorem 4.11 a similar 

result with a slightly larger class of scalar expressions. 

This class, let us denote it by R’SE. F, is defined by the same rules as RSEF together 

with: 

e . e’ belongs to R’SEF(p) if e belongs to R’SEF(~) 

and e’ belongs to R’SEF(~). 

This corresponds to the composition of program schemes denoted by c and t7’, 

whereas f. (el, . . . , ek ) corresponds to altematiorr [ 331. 
Introducing the composition is meaningful if one wants to write program schemes 

in a structured way but not necessary 43 siluy<n by Theorem 4.8.4 
.. : , 

Remark 4.8.5. A homomorphism of free iterative theories: RF --p Rc; is nothing else 

than the extension by tupling of a second-order substitution which is nonerasing 

and regular, i.e. such that v(f) E R(G, C’,) - Vk for all f in Fk, all k .a 0. 

4.9. First-order wification of infinite trees 

Let t, t’ be two trees in M(F, Vk). A first-order) unifier of t and t’ is a (first-order) 

substitution a : M(F, &)-M(G) for some G ?F such that u(t) = g(t)). We shall 
denote by Unif &t, t’) the set of all such substitutions. 

Determining Unifk.(;(t, t’) corresponds to finding all solutions in M(G) of the 

equation t = I’ the unknowns of which are 01, ~2,. . . , ok. 

Proposition 3.4.2 shows that if (t : b’k +M(F, Xl) is a unifier of I and t’ and r is 

zny substitution: X, *M(G) then 7 l u (also denoted by 7~) is also a unifier of t 

and t ‘. We shall say that TU is deduced from CT or that CT is more getleral than m. 

Theorem 4.9.1. If t and t’ in M(F, Vk) are unifiable they have a most general unifier 
v : vk --) M (F, Xi). &e cart firrd oue with I s k. 

This means that, for every ranked alphabet G zF, 

UnifksG(t, t’) = {m/?:X~ +M(G)~. 
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Let us consider two most general unifiers u : Vk +MYG, XI) and C’ : Vk 3 
M”(G, YIP) (where XI = {x 1, . . . , xl} and Ylt = {y 1, . . . , ylt}). There exists 8 :X1 -, 
M(G, Yrp) and 6’: Yre + M”(G, XI) such that V’ = 80 and o = 8’0’ hence (t = 8’8~ 
and ti:e is the identity on the set Var(a) = LJ {Var(a(ui))l 16 i s k} by Proposition 
3.4.1 part (1). Similarly 88’ is the identity on Var(a’). 

This shows that if (7 and a’ are such that Var(cr) = XI and Var(cr’) = YIP, i.e. such 
that all variables in Xl and Y/e are useful, then Xl and Yie are in bijection by 8 and, 
in particular I = I’. We shall say that 8 is an Xi-renaming, 

The integer Card(Var(a)) is the minimal I such that there exists a most general 
unifier of t and t’ of the form: Vk +M(G, Xl). Note that this integer does not 
depend only on t and t’ but also on k. We call it the rank of (t, t’) when Vk = 
Var(f) u Var(t’). Clearly, 

Rank& t’) -7 Card(U (Var(cr(u)) 1 u E Var(t) u Vartt’)}) 

where a is any most general unifier of t and 1’. This is the number of independent 
parameters upon which the general solution in finite trees of the equation t = I’ 

depends, By Theorem 4.9.1, Rank(t, I’) s Card(Var(t ) u Var(r’)). 
The proof of Theorem 4.9.1 also shows that the function symbols occurring in 

~7 r (Lear u Vat(t)) are all in F so that the chosen alphabet G is irrelevant provided 
FEG. 

Theorem 4.9.1 has a special interest in mechanical theorem proving (Robinson 
11611). A linear algorithm has been given by Paterson and Wegman [60] to construct 
the most general unifier of two terms or show that it does not exist. 

Our intention is to extend this theorem to infinite trees. The results we shall 

present are essentially due to HIlet [48]. 

Let t, I’ E M”(F, Vk ). A w2ifier of t and I’ is a substitution u : Vk -, M”(G i such 

that ai.11 = a(?‘). We shall denote by Wnif&(t, 1’1 the set of such unifiers. (We shall 
often omit the mention of k and G.) 

Such a substitution u is finite (rcsp. TERZ&U) if cr(s:) is finite (resp. regular) for 
all L’ in C$. 

As in the finite case we say that a unifier c7 is more gcmvcll than a unifier TG and 
WL define most general unifiers in an obvious way. 

The proof of Theorem 4.9.2 requires a number of technical definitions. 

We shall consider sets ;C’ of pairs of trees in M”(K, k’k) and define Unif&;@? 
as the set of substitutions: VA +Af’r(C:) which unify a?11 pairs (r, t7 in K, and we 
define most general unifiers in an obvious way. 
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Let .F be the set of all subtrees of the components of all pairs in %‘. An equivalence 
relation - on 5 is simplifiabfe if, for all t, t’ in F such that 

t =fh . l . 9 tk), 

t’ =f(r ;, . . . , r;>, 
I - t’, 

we have t, -ri foralli=l,...,k. 
Itiscoher4rtfifwedonothavef(rl,...,tr,)-g(tl,...,r;),f,gEFandffgfor 

any tl , . . . , tk, t;, . . . , t;. 

We shall denote by -q the least simplifiable equivalence relation on .T which 

contains %. It does exist and standard arguments yield the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.9.3. Wnif”( c6) = Unif”( -+). 

Let us assume that -s is coherent ar?rl let S be the generalized regular system 

of equations defined as follows (we shall denote -% by -). 
We let X be the set of variables v in V such that. 

(i) v - t for some I such that First(r) E F. 
(ii) (i) does not hold and v = vi, vi - vi for some J’ > i. 
We let W be V’ -X and S be the system of equations (U = u; u EX) such that . 

if c satisfies (i) then u = f and if c satisfies (ii) then II = vj where j is the largest 

index such that c - ~7,. 

Lemma 4.9.4. S is n generalized reglrlnr Greihach system over F v W kth set of 
1111 kltows X. 

Proof. We have to show that any c, occurring in an equation c = t‘j of S belongs 

to N’. If this was not true, then either ui - t for some t such that First(t) E F and 

L q- t, and c would have to satisfy (i) which is not the case, or vj - Vi’ for some j’ >j 

and then, L‘ - c,, and j would not be maximal as required in the definition of S. Cl 

Without loss of generality we can assume that X = {v I, ~2, . . . , u,) and W = 

bl t I .***. ck). WC let (tl, . . . , t/) denote the unique solution of S in M”(F, W) and 

T :X u W +M”(F, W) the substitution SUCK that T(v,)= ti for t’i EX and TIC,) = V; 

for 1‘1 E MC 

Prupasition 4.9.5. ( I) Unif” ( %) # 49 if arrd only if - fl is cohere/z t. 
(2) If Unif “(%) f Q) therr T is the most gerleral unifier of 99. 

Proof. If -& is not coherent then Unif”( mu) = Q) and Unif”(ie) = 0 by Lemma 4.9.3. 

Otherwise, let S be defined as above. By considering S as a set of pairs in M”(F, V), 
we can consider Unif”(S). Let us show that it coincides with Unif”(%). 
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Since S E -% we have U&(S) 2 Unit”(%) (with help of Lemma 4.9.3). 
Let now g : Vk 44”(G) be a unifier of S. Let us show that D E Unif”( -s) and 

Lemma 4.9.3 will give us the desired result. 
We show that S(a(r), a(f)) = 00 for all t, t’ such that t - f’ (we denote -Y: by -). 

We do this by contradiction. letting n be the minimal n <a (if any) such that 
6(&), I) = n for some t, t’ such that t - t’. 

Case f : First(t) and First@‘) E F. We necessarily have First(f) = First(t’) (since 
otherwise - is not coherent), hence t =f(tl, . . . , t,,,), t’ =/It\, . . . , t:,,) and there 
exists i in [m] such that S(cr(fi), o(ti)) = n - 1. Hence fi - ti and this contradicts the 
minimality of n. 

Case 2 : First(t) E F and t’ = vi. By definition of S, vi is in X and the corresponding 
equation of S is of the form vi = II for some u in M”(F, V) with First(rr ) E F. Since 
t - ui and ui -u we have t - u. Since (r unifies S, V(t’i) =o(u) hence &r(t), o(t’)) = 
s(a(t), G(U)). We are back to the first case, which cannot happen as we have just 
seen. 

Case 3 Z t = Vi, t’ = q and we can assume that i ~1. By definition of S, we cannot 
have t’i and vi both in W. Hence t‘i EX. Let Ui = 14 be the corresponding equation 
of S. Note that u - ui. 

If First(u) E F then 27, must be in X; let ci = U’ be the corresponding equation of 
S ; we have First( u ‘1 in F and u - u’. Since (7 unifies S, a(~,) = a(~) and a(~+) = cr(rr’) 
hency &r(f), o(f)) =Na(u), u(d)) and we are back to the Case 1. Contradiction. 

Llehce II E W and necessarily, u = Vi* Since u unifies S, cr(~‘i) = a&) hence u(t) = 

att’) and we cannot have 6(&j, cr(t’)J = 12 <a. 

Hence we have shown that 

Unif”(S) = Unif”(%). 

It is clear that Unif”(S) is not empty: ir contains at least T. 

In order to achieve the proof of (2) we need only show that 

for all ranked alphabet G including F. 
For every equation ci = ldi of S (i = 1, . . . , II we haye 

Conversely, let CT’ I X u W + M‘(C: ) such that ft’(Ili j = a’(rr,) for all i = 1, . . . ,I. 
Let u be the restriction of u’, to W. Just to simplify the proof and without loss of 

generality we can assume that/ G nX -2 v). We have 
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We also have 
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Since the system (vi = O(Ui); 1 s i s I) clearly has a unique solution: 

Q’(Ui)=U(ti)=~(Vi) for i = 1,. . . ,I. 

Also 

U’(Vi)=o(Vi)=m(Vi) fori=l+l,...,k 

since t is the identity on W. 
Hence a’ = at for some substitution u : U4W”(G) as wanted. Cl 

Proof of Theorem 4.9.2. (1) is consequence of Proposition 4.9.5 with % = {(t, t’)}. 

All the remarks we made rn the finite case on the minimality of I also apply 

since they were only depending on PropositIon 3.4.1 part (1) which holds for infinite 
trees. 

The rarzk of a pair (r, t’) can be defined as well and Rank( t, t’) s 
Card(Var( t) u Var( t’)). 

(2) If Ce is a set of pairs of regular trees, then 9 is a set of regular trees and S 

is an extended regular system. Its solution consists of regular trees hence T is regular. 

Furthermore if t and t’ are two given regular trees, the set 3 associated with 

% = {(t, t’)) is finite (Y = Subtree u Subtree( and can be effectively constructed. 

The equivalence -s can be computed and tested for coherence. If it is coherent 

then S and 7 can be effectively determined. More details concerning this algorithm 

can be found in Huet [48]. El 

The above technique will be extended to the problem of determining whether 

Unif(t, t’) = 8 for 1, t’ in M(F’ V) and more generally in R (F, V). 
It is clear that Unif(t, t’) = 8 if Unif”(t, t’) = 8. If Unif”(t, t’) # 8, deciding whether 

Unif(t, t’) = Q) amounts to deciding whether the most general unifier T of t 2nd t’ is 
finite. 

To do so, we shall use the equivalence - (; constructed in the proof of Proposition 
4.9.5. 

We define a binary relation =$ on V by letting 1~ + ~7~ if and only if vi --ct for 

some I in N”(E V) such that First(t) E F and Llj has at least one occurrence in t. 

We say that -6 is acyclic 148-j if L’ 5 v for no v in V. 

Proposition 4.9.6. LU % be a firrite set of pcrirs of regular trees. Unif(%) # P) if and 
only if -s is coherent and acyclic. This property is decidable. 

Proof. If -q is not acyclic then Unif((e) =(3 (if v 5 v and CT E Unif(%), a(v) satisfies 

an equation of the form x = t where t #x and x has an occurrence in t; this is 

impossible if U(C) is finite). 
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If Unif(%) # 0 then Unif”(%) # iii hence -K is coherent (by Proposition 4.9.51. 

Note also that Unif(%) = Unif( -%), hence -% is acyclic by the above remark. 
Conversely, if -% is coherent and acyclic the system S is such that its unique 

solution is finite. Hence the most general unifier of % is finite and Unif(%) f 8. 
This property is decidable in nearly linear time. See Huet [48] for algorithms. c1 

Example 4.9.7. Let us consider the equation f(ul, f(uJ, ~2)) =f(h(e~, ul),f(u~, 

&I~, u4))). The construction of - gives us 

whence X = (~1, ~2, u3} and W = (I!~) and S is the following system: 

Its solution is the triple ([I, f2, t3) of trees in R(F U(Q)) such that 

Hence the m;>st general unifier of the given pair of trees, i.e. the general solution 

of the given equation is the substitution T : VA-’ R #‘, {~‘a}) such that T(L’, I= I, for 

i = 1, 2, 3 and T(LQ) = C+ Its rank is 1. 

We shall*apply this technique to prove the characterization of rril solutions of a 

nonproper regular system that wc gave in Remark 4.32. 

let % = (U; = rci; 1 G i s II ) be a generalized regular system where II, E M‘W’, C’,, ) 

for all i. Let 3 = V,, u {Subtree 1 1 i i C- II}. Let us associate with % a binary 

relation + f on Af‘(F, V,,) defined as follows: 

t -+J if and only if there exists sornc’ u* in A/l ‘(F, Y,, , 1) with exactly OIW 

occurrence of the auxiliary variable I *,, , l and such that, for some‘ i in [rr]. 

is retlcxifve, symmetric and simplitiable tcasy to show). Although it is dcfincd WI 

infinite trees, the methods of Rosen [Q], Q’Donnell [57] or Huct [39] allow to 
show that -% is contlucnt (Cc. has the Church-Rosser property) hence that the 
relation -% is transitive. 

Since = contains %, it also contains -. El 
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By using Lemma 4.9.8 one can easily prove the following facts: 

Fact 1. - is coherent. 

Fact 2. For every v in V,, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) v “+:@ v’ for some singular variable v ‘, 

(ii) for all t in 9, ij v - t theta t E V. 

Fact 3. For any two vtlriables v and v’ satisfyiilg the co~zditions of Fact 2, u - U’ if 
arrd only if v r+ x v” anJ v’ -+, VI’ for some singular variable v”. 

Let us tinally modify shghtlr ikC definition oi S given in Lemma 4.9.4: 

- W = {ri/vj is singular and for all singular ti, ii t’j’ - L’, then j’ < j} 
- x=v,,-w, 

- S’ = (c = II ; v E X) where, for each t’ in X, 
(i) either 14 is some element of M”(F’, Vn) such that t‘ - u and First(u ) E F, 

(ii) or 14 E W with v - II. 
This system obviously satisfies the Greibach condition and it is easy to show that 

its unique solution defines the most general unifier of 55’ as in Proposition 4.9.5. 

Whence the characterization of all solutions of % that we’mentioned in Remark 

4.3.2 (Bloom et al. 171). 

Example 4.9.9. Let % be the following system: 

The singular unknowns are Q and c+ The sysrem S’ is exactly the system S of 
Example 4.9.7. 

Remark 4.9.10. For 
I = t’. A corollary of 

for regular trees. 

regular trees t and 1’ in M”(F), Unif(r, t’) f fl if and only if 

Proposition 4.9.5 is the decidability of the equality problem 

Here we shall consider possible rtorlproper generalized and extended regular 
systems. 

Since f1 is a constant, we can define the sets H (F u (0)) and R(F u {a}, Vj of 

regular trees. We shall denote them by Rn(F) and Rn(F, V) to emphasize the 

special role of 0. 
LetS=(x-l=rrl ,..., x,,= u,) be a generalized regular system with u, E M”(F, X,,) 

fori=I,..., II. We do not require that FIrst(ui) E F. 

Theorem 4.10.1. S has a least sokrtiorz it1 Mz (F). If S is exteYtded reguiar, al/ 

corlzponents of its feast solution are regular. 
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Proof. The mapping IS I: Mz (F)” + JWZ (F)” is monotone and w-continuous. Hence 
IS( has a least fix-point, i.e. S has a least solution. Furthermore, this least solution 
can be defined as the least upper bound of lSl”<n, . . . , f2) for n 30. 

Since R,(F) is not w-complete, the second assertion does not follow immediately. 
Let s = (X 1 =: 14 1, . . . , s,, = u,,) be an extended regular, possibly nonproper system 

and let (tl, . . . , t,,) be its least solution in Mz (F). Let S’ be the proper system 

(Xl =&..,x, = u:,) such that ui ~0 if ti=R andui=u,- if fi#l?. 

It can be checked that S and S’ have the same least solution (for all i 20, 

jsl’(0,. . . , 0, = \S’li(12, . . . ,l2); this can be shown by induction on i). 

It can be shown that S’ is proper: if xi is singular in S then fi =-R hence xi is no 
more singular in S’. In fact S’ has no singular unknown hence it has a unique 
solution. Hence Theorem 4.3.1 is applicable and shows that [f\, . . . , t:, ), the least 

and unique solution of S’ belongs to R(F u(l2))". (Note that in our application of 
Theorem 4.3.1, (z is used as an ordinary constant). III 

BY solving a system of equations we shall mean here determining its least solution 
in A42 (F). 

Generalized regular systems can be solved equation by equation, exactly as in 
Section 4.4, with Mz (F, (x2, . . . , s,,}) in place of M”(F, (~2, . . . , A-,~}) and least 
solutions in place of unique ones. The validity of the method, i.e. the analog of 
Claim 4.4. I, is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.2. 

Cousineau’s rational expressions can also be used (actually they are defined in 
[29] so as to define trees in R,](F) and not only in R(F)) with the following changes. 

One defines Star(t) as the least true in Mz (F, V k ,) (see Definition 45.1) such 

that Star(r) = t[Star(r)/c,, cI/P, . . . , ck ,/tlJ, so that Star( cl) = 0. Lemma 45.2 
still holds but the proof is a bit more technical. (Having lost the unicity property 
defining Star(r), ant’ USC‘S the characterization of Star(r) as the least upper bound 
of the sequence of iterates of t, i.e. Star(t) = SI~P,~(I~,,) where 14~) = 0, lf,, . 1 = 

I[& P 1, * - - , t‘k I], See [29] for a detailed proof.) 
Rational expressions art‘ now elements of M(F u (*, a}, C’j, and each of them 

has a value in Rlj(F, W. Note that if TV has a value in the sense of Definition 45.3, 
it has the same value in the new st”nse. The mappings Camp and Shift extend 
immediately (we consider R as a constant) and the analogs of Claims 1.53 and 
4.5.6 also hold (the proofs arc the same). Hence, Theorem 4.5.7 also extends to 
R,jc F, \,‘I and applies to possibly nonlvoper c:xtcnded regular systems and to rational 
expressions with 0. 

A rational theor! (defined in ADJ [h9]) is an algebraic theory A whcrc each set 

.%l.i, is ~ar-tiall~ ordcwd and has a least element. The require!-lent of existence and 
unicity of a solution of (4.66) is replaced by the requirement of existence of a least 

solution, without any limitation to ideal equations, The reader is referred to [69] 
for mwt\ dctaiis on rational theories. 
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Tiuryn has defined similar objects named regular algebras [65] and investigated 

their relations with iterative and rational theories in [66,67]. 

4. I I. Branch languages and occurrence languages of regular trees 

The relation between regular trees and regular languages is very natural as shown 

by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.11.1. (1) A tree t in M”(F) is regular if alrd only if Occ( f, t) is regtrlar 
for all f in F and cnapty for all but fini:4ly many of them, if aitd only if PBrch(: 1 is 
regular. 

(2) A tree t in M’“‘(F) is regular if and only if BrcW) is regular. 

Proof. It is easy to construct a dctcrministic finite ~ut~~maton recognizing Occ(f, t), 

PBrch(t) or Brch(t) from a regular system of equations having (t, ?z, . . . , t,, ) as 

unique solution, and vice-versa. Cl 

A consequence of this fact is the decidability of the equality of two regular trees 

defined by regular systems or rational expressions. 
An alternative proof has been given in Courcelle et aI. [23] and another one can 

be extracted from Theorem 4.9.2 (see Remark 4.9.10). 

5. Algebraic trees 

This section investigates algebraic trees. Such trees are interesting for at least 

two reasons. They naturally arise in the study of recursive program schemes 

(modelled after system of mutually recursive functional (i.e. applicative) pro- 

cedures), when one ‘unfolds‘ the recursion ad infinitum in order to characterize 
by means of a unique infinite tree what in the function defined by a recursive 

program scheme depends on the interpretation. Another reason is their deep 

connection with deterministic languages through their branch languages. Whereas 

*all properties’ of regular trees are decidable, many problems on algebrajc trees 

are undecidable and others are open (in particular the equality problem which is 

interrcducible with the equivalence problem for DPDA’s). 
As in Section 4, F will denote a fixed ranked alphabet. The extension to a 

many-sorted alphabet is immediate and need not be done formally. 

In order to define systems of algebraic equations, we shall use the operations of 

composition and tupling introduced in Section 4.6. Moreover, since we shall only 

use l-trees we shall use the notations Tk for Tl.k = M”(F, Vk) and T’.k for 

MG (F, Vk). The symbol @ will always denote a finite ranked alphabet the elements 
of which will be used as unknowns in algebraic systems 
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The set of scalar monomials of type p over a ranked alphabet G is the set SM,(G) 
of expressions inductively defined as follows (p 3 0): 

e E SMJ G) if and only if 

either e = “i,r, for some i in [p] 

or e=f.(el,.. . , ek) for some f in Gk and 
some 41, e2,. . . , ek in S&i@ 

Hence, for every algebraic theory A, if for all k 30, every f in Gk denotes an 
element y(f) of A l,k, then for all p z= 0, every scalar monomial e in SM,(G) denotes 

an element e&v of A l,k, inductively defined in an obvious way. 
Let Cp be the ranked alphabet (cpl, l - l , cp,,} (@ will be so in all this section). A 

system of algebraic equatiorts (or an algebraic system) over Fin the set of rtnknowns 
Q, is a system of the form X=(ql=el,...,qn = e,,) where ei E SMk,(F u @) and 
k, =p(qi) for all i = 1,. . . , Il. 

A sohtiort of 2 is an n-tuple (tl, t?, . . . , t,,) in Tk, X Tk2 X l l l X rk,, such that I, = Q,r,I. 
where v(f) =f(~~,. . . , cpcp) for all f in F and u(q+) = t, for all j in [N]. 

Such a system is in Greibdz rzortnal form if the left-most symbol of each 4, is 
in F. 

An alternative way of writing a system 2 as above (used for instance in man1 

works on recursive program schemes [ 15, 18, 22, 24, 3, 27.37.44.531 is 

(cp,tL’1, . . . , L&J = (41,. . . ((FJC,, . . . , t-k,,) = If,,' 

where 14, is the clement of i14(F u @, &, I denoted b! o, in the algebraic theory 

‘VF , lfl. III that case, a solution of C is defined a$ an rl-tuple (tl.. . . . t,,) in 

M‘(F, I’/Jx-. m X R/I”(F, l/k,,) such that ti = 111(t,/ql, l l l 3 ~,,/cc-_,~}* 

Example 5.1.1. Here are two notations for the same algebrai,* equation: 

CFth. r9 = Ck,, /‘z, (Fh,. lz(c#). 

The solution t (it is actually unique) is depicted in Fig, 3. 

in EC1 which is the lcast solution of C. 
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Let now E be the complete metric space T,, x l l l x Tk,. The restrirtion of 1.51 
to E is a contracting mapping: E + E by Lemma 3.5.1 and since C has been 

assumed in Greibach normal form. This mapping has a unique fix-point (ti, . . . , t: ) 
in E which is the unique solution of 2 (this proof technique is used in Bloom [5] 

and in a more general situation tn Arnold and Nivat 121). 
Remark now that if we consider (1!’ as an ordinary coqstant then En is also a 

complete metric space and 121 has ZI unique solution in Efja Since E c En the 

solutions of 1x1 in E and En are the same and (rl, . . . , t,,) = (t\, . . . , t:,). Cl 

Remarks 5.1.3. (1) An algebraic system such that p(qI) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , rz is 

regular. 
A regular system is in Greibach normal form it and only if it is when considered 

as an algebraic system. The same will hold for properness defined below. 
(2) Bloom [5] characterizes all solutions of systems C which are not in Greibach 

normal form, (some of them having several solutions). 

An algehmic tree is a tree in M*(F, Vk) which is either L‘~ or a component of the 

unique solution of an algebraic system in Greibach normal form. 
Let 2 be a system in Greibach normal form; we shall always denote by ( rl, . . . , r,, ) 

its unique solution and by 0 (or by O1 if necessary) the second order substitution 

of tl for qFI,. . . , t,, for (F,,. 

It is easy to show that a tree f in M”(F, ‘Y,) is 9gebraic if and only if t = 8>(n) 

for some algebraic system Z and some 14 in M(Fu @, Vk), where Cp is the set of 

unknowns of Z. 
We denote by A(E, Z’k ) the set of algebraic trees belonging to M”(F, & ), by 

A(F, \“I the set Uk _,, A@, c/k Land by A(F) the set of algebraic trees which are 

in M”(FL 
It can be shown that A#, V) = A(F u V) (in the latter notation we consider 1’ 

as a set of constants). 

It can also be shown that Arl(F, V)=U, _,,A(Fu{f?), Vk) is the set of corn-- 
ponents of least solutions of arbitrary algebraic systems (the proof is similar to the 

one of Theorem 410.1 for regular systems). 

Let A = (A,,.#, I,,.,, 9th such that A,,,I, = A (F, V,,)“. We shall prove that A is an iterative 

theory. We shall denote it by AF if it is ncccssary to specify the ranked alphabi4 F. 

Proposition 5.2.1. lxf 5, ), 3 I , . . . , .Q hv algvhraic trers, sfj irt A (F, Vk ), s I, . . . , xi ipz 
A ( F. \ ;, 1. T/w twt’s s, ,[ s I , . . . , .q ] ami Star(.so) (ifs,, f L’ ,) are a@zbraic. 

Proof. The proof being trivial if sI, \- c I$ we can exclude this case. Let us also assulme 
I 

that sl,. . . , s& VP. 
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that $0, sl, . . . , sk are the first k + 1 
components of the unique solution of a system C = (qi(t)i,. . . , uk,) = ui; 0s i c n) 
in Greibach normal form (with ko = k and ki =p for i = 1, . . . , k). 

Let us define C’ by adding to C the new equation 

Hence C’ ’ 1s an algebraic system in Greibach normal form having the solution 

where so[s 1, . . . 9 Sk] corresponds to # and s, to vi for i = 0, . . . n. Hence S&S 1, . . . 9 sk] 

is algebraic. 
64063 

If some of the si’s are in VP, the corresponding pi’s are missing in E and we 

define C’ similarly with help of si instead of qi(ui, . . . , up) in (1). 

In order to show that Star&) is algebraic, we define 2” by adding to X the new 
equation 

Hence 

(StarhA SO, SI, . . . , s,, ) 

is clearly the solution of L” (also in Greibach normal form) hence Star&& 
A(F, Vk 1). Cl 

Corollary 5.2.2. A is ml itcmtiw theory. 

Proof. The tirst part of Proposition 5.2.1 shws that A is a subtheory of T (as an 

algebraic theory). The second part shows that A is closed under scalar iteration, 

hence A is iterative by Proposition 4.7.2. I.3 

The iterative theory A is also investigated by Gallier [38]. 
Ixt us mention that in Ginali [40] ‘algebraic tree’ is just another terminology 

for ‘regular tree’. 

The proper inclusion 

follows from Exsmple 5. I. 1: it is clear that the tree t defined there has infinitely 

many different subtrees; it is algebraic but not regular. 

Proposition 5.2.X i%c fiurli(v ofnlghm? trees is ci0.d w&r stwmi-ordtv sifbstitlf - 

tion. More precisely, if 8 is the second-order srtbstitutiorz associated with a mapping 
v: F+A(G, VI, then for n/l t in A(F, V), F)(t) is mz dgdvaie trw irr &(G, V) tit1 
A t G, V i if hl is mm ermi~lg ). 
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Proof, The case t E V is trivial and wi exclude it. 
The general ::ase easily reduces to the special case F n G = 8. So we assume this. 

Let z1=(Cpi(Ul,. . l 9 Ck,)=tli; 1 s i s n) be an algebraic system with least solution 

U I,...,t,)suchthatt=fI;welet@={cpl,..., cp,,}. 
Let C’=(&(U1,. . . , Uh,)= Wi; 1 s is m +p) be another system such that its least 

solution is (~1, . . . , sm+J with si = v( fi) for i = 1, . . . , tn. (We assume that F = 

if I(. . . , fm} and that fr and $/i are the same symbol.) 
Let C” = L: WE’. Its set of unknowns is @ wFu{&,+~, . . . , ~,,lC,}. Let 

cr;, . . . , t:*, s;, . . . ) Sk*, ) be its least solution. We warAt to show that t ‘1 = O( tl ). We 
shall prove in fact that this solution coincides with ( t9ft1 ), . . . , t9( t,, !, s I) . . . , s,,, +,, 1. 

Let us first consider the special case where 8 is nonerasing and where we can 

assume that X and E’ are in Greibach normal form. One can show that C” has a 

unique solution although it is not in Greibach normal form. 
Hence it suffices to verify that the latter (12 + vz +p)-tuple is a solution of Z’,, i.e. 

in fact that its equations from 2 are verified (this holds by definition for those from 

z?). 
From Is = rr,{f 1 ,I$. . . . , t,,lcF,, I we get 

by thn: analogous for second-order substit&zc of Proposition 3.4.2, and this is 

cxactl! what was to be proved since $,,, + j, 1 ~j s p does not occur in the 14,‘s. 

In order to deal with least solutions, we apply Lemma 2.3.2 to 5” by solving 

globally the equations giving (s,, . . . , s,,~ +p) = (s;, . . . , s:,, +P) and taking the solution 

into the remaining ones, namely those from z‘. Solving these new equations (they 

form ,\n algebraic system with infinite handsides but we have not introduced them 

formally) can be done by taking the least upper bound of the sequence S’U2, . . . , f?> 

where S is a mapping: AI; (G, Vk ) x - 9 l x M;‘j: (G, Vk,, ) into itself which is derived 

from Is”: as follows: 

St- c I* * . . , :,,I consists in the first 12 components of lE”/!z I, . . . , zIlr SI, . . . , s,,, -J 

for :I in M,‘I, (G, &, ), 1 c_ i -: II. 

Note that for ij,, . . . , b,, in MG CF. b;, 1, . . . , MG (F, C,,,, ): 

SWWI. . *, HO),, 1) = p-“~(H(,bl). . . * ) tab,, ), s-1,. . . (S,,, +,A 
restricted to its tirst II components 

= (jS(h,, . . . * b,, ,)(.s,/f,; 1 -= i ‘I 1?2 +Pf 

= 8(lE!(bl, . . . , b,, 1) 

since the calculation step ( t) above holds for 

arbitrary b ], . . . , b,, in place of tl, . . . , 6,. 
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By using an obvious Lrtictor notation, 

whence 

t9(liqi(J2)) = S’(w2)) = s’m 

since 

Since 0 is cti-continuous, 

twl, . . . , t,,) = e(suppj’(m) 

= sup (s’(m) 
I JO 

= cr’l, . . . , t:, 1. 

Hence we have obtained t; = O,(Z,) as desired. ‘;I] 

We state that the components of the least solution (tl, . . . , r,,) of an algchraic 

system C can be defined as the least upper bounds of directed sets of trees L I-***. L * 88 

generated from a context-fret tree grammar X1) associated with 1, 

LetZ=(&(cl ,..., ck,)=ldl,..., ~,l(C!,...,L’I,,)=~{,,).L_et~I)t~cth~setofpairs 

k/5&L), . . . , L?~, ), II, ) c?ncJ (c#I~ 1 c 1, . . . , I’~, L R) and let -+$) bc the semi-Thue relation 

on M& u CD, VI assoviatcd with &. 

The triple (F, @, & is in fact a co~~tust-f~~~ tr~~-grl~~~~ar (see Engelfrict and 

Schmidt [3-F] for a detailed study) of a special form: we call it a sclwrwztic trrc- 

grammar as in Courcelte [ lS] (since it comes from a recursive program scheme). 

For every I( in A&F u 6, t’k ), the schematic grammar & generates a tree- 

language t. (II, $1 1 = {w E f&(F, \‘k ) 114 -w,, w). Such a tree-language is called a 

drmntir t oee-language. 
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Proof. (1) Weonlysketchtheproof.LetLi=L(&(vI,. . . , vk,),Z;l)andTi=Sup(Li) 
fori=l,..., n. Let us show that 

Since the second-order substitution is o-continuous in all its arguments, it suffices 

to show that tci(W1/C)~~ l . l 3 wn/4n)s ti for all ~1 ELI,. . . , IV,, EL, and i E [In]. It 

can be shown that for all u EM(Fu@, V), all WI EL,, . . . , w, EL,,, u(wI/t$,, . . . , 

whbn 1 E Lb , &) (by induction on the structure of u). Hence (*) is established and 

one can conclude from Theorem 2.3.1 that ti 6 7i for all i. 
The other direction is more technical. One can establish that ri s ti by showing 

that for all wi in L, there exists j such that wi 6 fi” where (t:“, . . . , t',") = 
IS)"'(n, n, . . . ) R) (see the proof of Theorem 5.1.2). One can take j equal to the 

length of a derivation 4i(O1, . . . , ok,) %x,8 Wi (see Nivat [53]). 
Hence one can conclude that (t 1, . . . , tn ) = (7, , . . . , t,* ). 
(2) For 14 in M(F n @, Vk) the equality e(u) = T(U) follows from the above result 

applied to a system made of one new equation 4 (01, . . . , uk) = u and all the 
equations of 1. El 

5.4. Nix nlal forms artii redtrctiorts 

It is not very difficult to prove that a system can be put in Greibach normal form 
provided its least solution has no occurrenl:e of the symbol 0. 

We shall also prove that the number of variables occurring in the left-hand sides 

of equations can be reduced in a way which eliminates useless variables. 

Let ef and (tl, . . . , t,,) be as in Section 5.3. The system 2 is proper if ti f R for 

all i = 1, . . . , n. Since II 1, . . . , II,, have no occurrence of R, we have the following: 

Proposition 5.4.1. Tote following properties of art aigebmic system Z as above are 
eqrricalert t : 

(ib E is proper, 

(ii) 1, EW(F, V) forall 1 I= 1,. . . , n, 

(iii) Z has a tutiqiw solittiw~ irt TljSk, x . l l x 7&,, 

tiv) X Itcas (1 tmique soltrtimt irt Tk, x l l l x Tk,,. 

77w.w cortriitiorts itre decid(r,3fe. 

Proof. (ii) 3 (iii): any other solution (li, . . . , r:,) satisfies t, =I f: for i = 1, . . . , IL 

Since II,. . . , I,, have no occurrence of 0, they are maximal hence t, = 1: for all i. 

( iii) =3 (iv) is obvious. 

(iv) =+ Ci). 2 is not proper if and only if the set J = ri E [n]i t, = 0) is not empty. 

It can be shown that .I is the set of indices i such that 
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for some j in [n], w 1, . . . , wk,, w ‘1, . . . , w ;, in M(F u @, Vk,). This characterization 
alllows us to construct J and to dezide whether C is proper. 

Let s be any element of M”(F). It can be shown that there exists a unique 

solution (~1, . . . ,~,,)ofEin7’k,~~~~~Tk,,suchthatsi=sforalliinJ. 
Any other choice of s gives another solution of C in Tk, x l 9 l x Tk,. Hence if 2 

satisfies (iv), it must be proper. 

(i) 3 (ii). For any tree t in Mz (F, V) let us define lltll as Min{laI ]a E Occ(f2, t)) 
so that t E M”(F, V) if and only if llrl[ = 00. 

Let C be proper; let w be a tree in fW(F u @, V) such that ll~< w)ll is minimal. - 

If there exist several trees satisfying this, let us select one of minimal size. 

Case 1: Ile(w)II = 0. This is possibly only if w +i(w1, . . . , wk,). Since t, z R, this 
implies ti = vi and 0( “i) = 0, i.e. Ile(M’i)lJ = 0 but this contradicts the minimality of 1~1. 

Case 2: I[e(wJll= n >O. If w =S(MQ, . . . , wk) then Il@(jVi)ll= I# - 1 for some j and 
this contradicts the minimality of 11~ (w )II. Hence w = 4, (w 1, . . . , wk, ) and as above 
rig V. Hence C, =f(ti, . . . , t;j. This shows that 4i(ulq. . . , ok,) Azf(u;, . . , , u;) for 
some rr;, . . . , II i in M(F LJ Cp, Vk, ). And we have 

Iv: = rr:[rq, . . . , IQ-J. 

Rut ilet WI )/) = II - I for some i and this contradicts the choice of w. 
Hence 116 (w )(I = m, i.e. @(IV) E M”(F, Vk) for all IV in M(F u 9, Vk ). This holds 

in particular for iv = q$ (t’ 1, . . . , IY~,) (for which O(rv 1 = I, L And this proves (ii). ‘-,’ 

Definition 5.4.2. Let us recall that z‘ is in Greibach normal form if its right-hand 
sides (the u,‘s) belong to F(M(@ u F, VN. Note that by introducing extra unknowns 
(corresponding to the function symbols of F), one can put X in such a form that 

II, E F(M(@, 11’)). This more stringent form corresponds closer to the usual Greibach 

normal form for context-free grammars. 

The algebraic system z‘ ’ IS \~‘-wdwvd if for all i in [rr 1, all j in [k,]. the variahlc 
~3, has an occurrence in t,. This means that all variables occurring in 2’ art’ ‘useful’. 

An algebraic system is rrirrl if it is V-reduced and in Greibach normal form Our 
purpose is to show that any proper system can bc ‘trimmed’. 

WC need a precise dctinition. Let 2“ = ($11 I‘~, . . . , /*I,, 1 = 14 ;, . . . , t/~,,~ I t-1, . . . , 

q,, ! = II i,,) be another algebraic system and V = {&l, . . . , G,,,}. We sav that 2 is 

2”-&firzuhlc~ if there exist w I in M(F L.J P, k’& . . . , w,, in ,W(F u P, 1’4: 1 such that 
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If (27, WI,. . . , w, ) is a translation of C and (2, w ‘1, . . . , w i,) is a translation of 
2’ then we say that 2 and X_’ are infertranslatable (and this implies A#‘, t’) = 

Axe(F, V)). In the special case where @ = !P, byi = W: = <bl (v I, . . . , vk,) we shall say 

that E and S’ are eqrticalen 1. . 

Proposition 54.3. Any proper algebraic system is intertranslatable with a trim 

algebmic system. 

Proof. Let ,S = (&(t*l,. . . , L’&,) =N;; lsisn) be proper and (rl,. . . , t,,) be its 

unique solution. 
One can determine the set I of indices i such that f,& V. Without loss of generality 

(and just to simplify the notations), we can assume that Z = {1,2, . . . , Ii with 
O~lItrr (C4 if l=(I). Let f8=~q/,,,, for i=l+l,...,n, for some mapping 

la r{li- 1 9.. .,++l] 

One can also determine (see Courcelle [IS]), for each i E I the set W(i) of 

variables occurring in 1,. Let us write it H(i) = {L’I~,~J,, . . . , C/lti.,p*,)}* 

Let us define rl’ = (Jl, i 1 s i s 1) and ~(4,) = 111, for all i. We shall translate S into 

W, \%‘I, . . . , w,, 1 for some system X’ having Y as set of unknowns. 

Let us define immediately: 

It’, = L’hl1, for!+lGiSrr. (2) 

~~cdetine2’“=(11/,(1~,,. . .,c,,,,)=u:; 1 :_ I s I) ny letting 11: be tile unique elemenr 

of AI W w 9, V,,,, ) such that 

where t(’ is some element of M(Fu @, k/k,) such that First(rr:‘) E F and 

4,W 1 ,.r., ca,m?:rr:‘. 

We have to show that the right-hand side of (3) belongs to MF u @, H07) in 

ordsr to ensure the existence of rc:. 
It is easy to see that every variable c, occurring in 14 :‘{ 11’ l/4 I, . . . , No,,,‘+,,) also 

occurs in 1r:‘{rJu5~, a . . , t,,/&,). 

Remark now that f, = ~r:{fJ&, . . , !,,/q5,,) since qS,(t 1,. . . , t’k,) AL d and for all 

tf, u’, tf *jz tf’ implies fi,(ir) = &(rq ‘I. 

Hence L’, belongs to Var(f, 1 = h” \i 1. 
WC shall now prove that (S’, H l . . . , IV,,) is 8 translation of E. 

We do this by means of another system in Crdx~ch normal form: 

z‘“’ = (q!a;(r *, . . . , crcp14;; 1 <iSI) 

where 



is a translation of C. 

On the other hand 

r; = &(‘r:) 

where 

fori=l,...,I 
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is 

Since X is trim, Var(@&‘)) = Var(tr’). Hence Var(t/cu) # 0 and this shows that c 

locally finite. 0 , 

Corollary 5.43. It is possible to decide whether a given algebraic tree is locally finite. 

Proof. Let 2 be an algebraic system over F and t = @&.I) for 11 in M(F u @, C’). 

One can translate 2 into (22, wl, . . . , w,) where C’ is an algebraic system over 

F without constants. It suffices to define a new variable on for each a in Fo and 

add V~ to the variable list of bi if a occurs in ti. We omit the details. 

Hence I = &(cf’) for some 14’ E kf(F u a’, V). 
Let us translate 2’ ’ into a trim system C” by using Proposition 5.4.4 and let US 

restrict 27’ to the equations that are really useful ltor the definition of t. 
This means that I = &,4f”) for some trim algebraic system C” with set of unknowns 

@‘” and such that for all & in a”, there exists (Y in Dam(t) and CV” in 1M(F u a”, V) 

such that 

t/k% = &-( w”), First( w “) = d). 

From this one can deduce that t is locally finite if and only if X” satisfies condition 

(2) of Proposition 5.4.4, i.e. if and only if p(d) # 0 for all d in 4”. This is 

decidable. p3 

I he tollowing theorem draws a bridge between algebraic trees and deterministic 

context-free languages. Let us recall that these languages can be defined by deter- 
ministic pushdown automata (DPDA’s) or equivalently, by LR(k) or strict deter- 

ministic grammars (see Harrison [45]). 

The equivalence problem for DPDA’s, i.e. the problem of deciding whether two 

DPDA’s Al and AZ define the same language is open. Many decidable subcases 
have been discovered (Valiant [MI], Oyamaguchi et al. [S&59] in particular). 

By using the notations of Section 1.6 

Theorem 5.5.1. ( 1) A trw irz M”” (F) is czlgebmic if nod only if Rrch( t 1 is .a 

riWrr~ziwktic la fzgzmgt~. 
(2) A tree tirz M’(F) isnlgebr~zic ifczndord~ if PBrch(t) (or L(t)) isa deterministic 

/a Hglqy. 

f-3) If R trw t irr M ’ (F) is algebraic trten Occ( f, t) is a deterministic /aqrrage for 

LZ I1 f i/t F. 

Part (1) is proved in Courcelle [ 151, part (2) follows easily and part (3) is proved 

in Gallier [37]. The proofs are much too technical to be even sketched here. 
This result is fully similar to Theorem 4.11.1 concerning regular trees, except 

tijat the converse to (3) yields an open problem. 
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Open problem 5.52. Is it true that a tree t in M”(F) such that F is finite and 
Occ( f, t) is a deterministic language for all f in F is algebraic? 

The answer is yes if F consists of two symbols of the same arity. This is due to 
the fact that the complement of a deterministic language L can be recognized by 
the same automaton as L except for accepting modes. 

We do not niake any conjecture concerning the general case but we give an 
equivalent formulation: 

Is it tme that if (Ll, L2, . . . , L,,) is a partition of X* into n detertninistic languages 
then the language L 11 v L22 v l l l v L,,rr over X v [n] is deterministic? 

Theorem 55.3. The equivalence problem for DPDA‘s aw! the equality problm for 

algfhraic trees are in teneducible. 

The reduction from algebraic trees to DPDA’s follows from the remark that 
t = t’ if and only if Occ( f, t) = Occ( f, t’) for all f in F and part (2) of Theorem 5.5.1. 
It can also be established by means of PBrch(t) or Brch(t) (Courcelle [lS]). 

The other reductions are much more technic , they are proved in Courcelle 

[IS] and Gallier [37]. 

Consequences 5.5.4. The above cited constructions yieid the folkwing facts: 

( 1) Every decidable case of the equivalence problem for DPDA’s yields decidable 
cases of the equality problem for algebraic trees. (Not just O/W case because there 
exist several reductions of the equality problem for algebraic trees to the equivalence 
problem for DPDA’s: two by Courcelk and one by Gallier [14, 15,37]. Actually 
it is not at ali easy to have handy characterizations of the corresponding classes of 

algchraic systems. Rut this is a direction for future research. 
(21 Every decidable case of the equality problem for algebraic trees yields 

decidable cases of the equivalence problem for DPDA’s. This is also a ln~gely open 
rescarch direct ion. 

Remark 55.5. Since lurch’ t ) can 17~’ dd-ir~d by a grammar, N-w(t) can bc computed. 

One can decide whether a given system is trim. 
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and its canonical extension yg to NT, by the following definitions (C being fixed 
we use y and y* instead of yr and rf): 

y (i, t) = s if and only if 
(1) either t =J(s!, . . . . ok), l~ia& ands=si, 
(2) or t = &(Sl, . . l ,sk,), ir, iS Of the form f<u\, . . . , ai) and s = u&, . . . , sk,] 

with 1 sisk, 

y*(q t) = t for all t in M(F u @, Vk ), 

y*(ia, t) = y*(a, y(i, :)I for i EN+, a E NT provided y(i, t) and ~*(a, y(i, t)) are 
defined: otherwise, y*(ia, t) is undefined. 

Proposition 5.6.1. Let II E M(F u Qi, Vk ) arui a E NT. Thert a E Dom(&( u )) if and 

only if yg(a, N) is defined. If it is thw @&)/a = &(yg (a, 14 )). 

Proof. An easy induction on Icu 1. 

Let yz : NT x M(Fu CD, Vk )+ F u Vk bc defined as follows (we use v* instead 

of v; ): l 
t*(cr, I) = First(y*(a, t)) if y*(cr, t) is defined and belongs to F(M(F u @, Vk )) u 

Vk, 
?*(a. f) =f if ~*(a, 1) = &(wl, . . . , wk,) and f = First(uj) 
y*icu, I) is undefined if ~“(a, t 1 is. 
Hence. for all II in MtF u Q), V 1, all (Y in Dom(flL (II )) we have 

Let z, ‘ft.. . . , t,. 1, f) he as in Section 5.6. Let us also assume that 2 is V-reduced. 

Hcncc S is trim. 

since z is in Grcibach normal form, the second-order substitution 0 is continuous 

and tzxtcnds uniquely to M”(F u @, c’) by Proposition 3.5.6. 

There corresponds to S a congruence Ah on M(F u @, V) generatec’ by C con- 

sidered as a set of pairs of terms, and a congruence on M”(F LJ @, W defined by 

t =I t’ if and only if O,(t) = Hu’). 

In the following thcorcm, we compare A1 with the restriction of =k to M(F u @, W, 

al?;o denoted by =:. 

A congruence - on A&G, V) is stable if g(t) --cr(t’) for all finite first-order 

substitution and all t, t’ such that t - t’. 

Theorem 5.7.1. ( 1) + md ~2 are stable congruences on kl (F v 0, V ) mui 

A, c ss~* 
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(2) =r is simplifiable. 

(3) + is semi-decidable arzd =I is semi-refutable. 
(4) t sz t’ if and only if 

Inf{d(u, u’) i t 4+ 24, t * u’, M, U’Ekf(FU@, V)}=O. 
u 

Before starting the proof, let us make some remarks: 

Remark 5.7.2. (1) Proving that =+ is semi-decidable is equivalent to proving that 

the equivalence problem for DPDA’s is solvable. 
(2) Here is an example of 2 such that + and =x are not the same: 

(3) It is shown in Courcelle and Vuillemin 11271 that every system 2’ such that 

p(& ) = 1 for all i and which is V-reduced and in Greibach normal form can bc 

transformed into an eqllivalent system Z’ (on the same set cf, of unknowns and 

having the same solution) such that AX,, =:, (and =x:) are the same. 
(41 Whether + is decidable in general is an opx question raised by R. Milncr. 

A similar congruence on Free monoids has hccn sl~ow~~ undecidable in general b> 
Rook [12]. But this dots not prove that + is. 
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Since 2 is assumed in Greibach normal form, this mapping is contracting and 

I~l’“(&(t’~, . . . , uk,), . . . , &@I,. . . , uk)) = (WY,. . . , WE*) converges (but not in E) 

to 01 , . . . , t,,), the unique solution of E. 
In particular, 

S(ri,w:“)*m foralli=l,...,rt and!ncN. (:k) 

It can be shown that di(Clr*..,Uk,)azWr and that t+f’“=f{~V);1/41,--Br 
~::l&) for all 111. Since O(fb = f{fJ&, . . . , f,,/&J we have by Lemma 3.5.1 and (*:) 

above, 

6(8(f), f”‘b=m 

One defines similarly t”” and one has 

Since @3( r I = Q)W) me has 

Hence, we have found II = t”’ and U’ = 1”” such that t Ax II, t’ Al? u’ and S(.rr. II’) 2 rn. 

Let us now prove the converse. 
Let t and t’, II”’ and II”” be such that t 6: u “I, t’ A1 II”“, S (u “I, II “‘I 1 2 VI for 

all 01. 
We can restrict F and Ct’ to the finite number of symbols appearing in 2, c and 

t’ so that AI’tF LA, V) is compact: hence one can find II and tt’ in M”Wu @, VI 

and an increasing sequence 111 I < 1~12 < - l l < mk < - l l such that 

Since L is in Greibach normal form, 8 is continuous and since HW = Nr”‘), 

H(C) = 8(rr”“l, 

Since fl is contracting, 

H(r) = Mf'), ix. t ‘\ I’. ‘7 

We prove a metathcorem on decidable cases and state (without proof) several 

applications. 
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Theorem 58.1. If S is nn algebraic system in Greibach tlormal form such that ~2 
is finitely generated then 3X is decidable, euen if one does not know the finite relation 
genera tirzg EL. 

The proof will use a technical definition. A binary relation R C_ M(F u @, V)’ is 

se/f-prouing if for all (s, s’) in R : 

(1) T*(E, s) = T*(E, s’) E F, for some I > 0, 

12) ~4, s) AR y(i, s’) for all i = 1,. . . , I, 

where y and 7” are the mappings associated with 2, defined in Section 5.6. 
Let us denote by S8 the mapping 

M(Fu@, V:,‘+Nu{m} 
I 

defined by 

tw(.s, s’) = SWLS), f)Ls’H. 

Proof. By an induction the basic cases arc as follows: if cWIS,, s: I -Z 01 for all 

i = 1, . . . , k then 

either .s =f’(sl, . . . , .q ), .s’=f’&, . . . , s;), fE FL, 

OI s -= rrI’.s,, . . . , v,, 1, s’ -= II’[s,. . . . , .sr,], I({, 10) E R. :_- 

Proof. Let us assume that R is not contained in = \. I_xt (1, 1’1 b2 a pair such that 
t A, t’, m(t, t’) < ,CCJ and Wt. t’i = c?,, is minimal. 

Lemma S.K.2 shows that there exists (s, SO in R such that CWS, SO’- 8,). If R,, = 0 

then Y*(F, .s) f Y”(F, s’) which contradicts the hypothesis that R is self-proting. 
IkYW <?,I -2 0. WC have ti(.s) -f’(H(sl), . . . , o(s&, f c#, with s, = y(i, .s\ for all i = 
1 - * 9 1, and similarly for s’. 
s;r;ce y(i, s 1 

t-knee &l(y(i, s 1, lqi, s’l) = A,,-- 1 for some i in [I]. 
++ y(i, s’) t R being self-proving\, this contradicts the choice of cS,,. 

1 icwc Mf, f’) = 3~ for all f, t’ such that t + t’ nnd in particlllar for all (t, t’) in R. 
I his shows that R c =-\. [:I 

Proof of Theorem 5.8.1. Let us tirst remark that for a finite relation R E 

&f(F u @, V)‘, the property “R is self-proving” is semi-decidable. This follows 
immclfiatcly :from the definition. 
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Lemma 5.8.3 shows that r sr 1’ if t + I’ for some finite self-proving relation 
R c M(F u @, V)“. This sufficient condition is clearly semi-decidable. 

Hence we only need to prove its necessity to achieve the proof. 
TO do SO, we shall use (for the first time) the hypothesis that zL is finitely 

generated. 
Let Ra be such that =S is +ss~(,,. If any component of any (s, s’) in R. is a variable 

say C~ then the other must also be t’l since we have assumed that &ul, . . . , vk) + t‘; 

for all 4 in @. We CDn clearly assume that R. does not contain any trivial pair such 

that (o,, Q). 

More generally we also exclude all pairs of the form (t, t). 
It follows that R. E (M(F u 44 V) - (Fou V))*. 
Let us now verify that I?,, is self-proving. 
ForallIs,s’)inRo,8(s)=(9(s’)EMIF(F, VHF~w V)helrccY*(~,.~)=~*(~,~‘)= 

f for some f in F,. with I ~l:wehaveB(s)=f(8(y(l,s)),... ~(y(I,s)))andsimilarly 

for s’. Hence y(i, s) =-z y(i. s’) for all i = 1,. . . , I and y(i, s) AR,, y(i, s’) since R. 

gcneratcs = 2. This establishes (2j and proves that R. is self-proving. 

Hence if I ~2 t’ then I AR t’ for some finite self-proving R. 
Irence ~1 is semi-decidable; it is decidable by Theorem 5.7.1(3). Cl 

In the following extension of Theorem 5.8.1 we shall be interested in deciding 
whether I =& t’ for (t. t’) in a recursive subset %’ of MWu @, V)‘. 

Such a subset will be said srcrbk hy 01-derirtcrtiom if for ail (s, s’) in 5, j%, s) = 

Y*(F. s’) is some f in F and for all i = 1, . . . , p(f), (y(i, s), y(i, s’)k %. 

Proof. One can show that for (t, t’) in %, t z2 t’ if and only if there exists a finite 

scif-proving relation R E Y? such that t AR t’. 

‘The if part is exactly as in Theorem 5.8.1. The stability of ?? implies that Ro 

nlinus the trivia] pairs of the form (t, t) is self-proving. Hence the only if part holds 

as well. z 

,4ppiicnGons can 1x2 giwn to sprcial claws of algebraic systems. 

m?..~. ‘vtwrlCSt4Lt .systl’llls 

An algebraic system z’ is rum-rtestd if all the right-hand sides of its equations 

art‘ rwrwrcstc~ci, i.e. have no subterm of the form &sl, . . . , sk) where some Si has 

an occurrence of a symbol in @. One can put C in such a form (4; (U 1, . . . , z~k, I= Iii ; 1 s 

i: et) that 
(1) l(iEN=~~(F,Vu~(M(F,V)))foraiii=l,..., 11, 
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(2) the components of the unique solution of C are not finite, 

(3) C is trim. 
Let now %’ be N’ where N is as above (i.e. is the set of trees having no more 

than one occurrence of a symbol in Cp on each branch). It can be shown that 
Theorem 5.8.4 is applicable with help of &I defined as follows: 

(s, s’) E R. if and only if 

s = Ll[T,, . . . , ?k], 

s’= III[n +I, . . * , ?,I, 

11 = cbi(L’l, Ug, a s u 3 ?&) for some i, and k = ki, 

u’EM(F, @(V’)u V’) where V’=(Uk+,, . , . , or1 

and 14’ has exactly one occurrence of each variable in V’, the substitution 
7: Vl dk.f(F, W) such that T(Oi) = 7, is the most general unifier of the 
pair (I. I) (note that O(t4) and e(rc’) are infinite trees). 

A similar technique has been used in Courcelle and Franchi [21]. We conjecture 
that Theorem 5.8.1 is applicable to non-nested systems, giving the decidability of 
L=~. This latter result is known to hold as a consequence of Valiant’s result concerning 

f:nite turn DPDA’s [68,15]. 

Let z’ be a system in Greibach normal form, which is IWWC-GC, i.e. such that 

p (43) 5 1 for ali 4 in @. 
It can be shown that =\ is finitely generated Kourcelle [XI]) hence decidable 

by Theorem 5.8.1. 

This decidability result answers an open question of Courccllc and Vuillemin 

1271. It can also be obtained as a corollary of the decidahilitv of the cquivalencc . 
problem for stateless DPDA’s [Ss] via Gallier’s c<>nstructhn ([V] and Thm.-mm 
5.5.1). 

It can he shown that the conditions of Thcorcm S.H.4 arc satistied. T%LS dccidabilitg, 

result thus obtained is ttquivalcnt to the one of Harrison et al. 1461 via CourceWs 

construction ([IS] and I’heorcm 5.S. 1 j. The set R. of Theorem 5.&-I is deduced 
via this construction of the set 8 of [ 19, (4.6)]. 
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A substitution t : Vk +M”(F, W) is algebraic if T(Q) is algebraic for all i E [k]. 
The following theorem is fully similar to Theorem 4.15 except for the decidability, 

but this is not surprising. 

Theorem 5.9.1. L41 t arrd 1’ be a/gebraic frees. 
( 1) If t mid t’ me ttnifictble, their most general wifiet is algebraic. 

(2) TIte equal’ity problem for algebraic ttces reduces to deciding whether 
Unif”(r, t’) = 8 or to deciding whether Unif(t, t’) = 0 for algebraic frees t and t’. 

Proof. (1) Let t and t’ be unifiable. The proof of Theorem 4.15 gives a generalized 

regular system S the right-hand side of each equation of which is a subtree of one 

of t or f, hence is algebraic. Hence Corollary 5.2.2 shows that the unique solution 

of S is a tuple of algebraic trees. 
Hence the most general unifier of I and t’ is algebraic. 

(2) It follows from the remark th;t A (F, V) = A (F u Cl) that the equality problem 

for algebraic trees reduces to deciding whether rd 3r10forIf,14’inM(Fu~j. And 

II =r; ~0 is equivalent to Unif”(B(tr), @(rr’)) * c) or to Unif(B(rr 1, Wr’)) Z 8. !I 

If all the symbols of F are of arity 0 Jr 1 an element of M’(F) reduces to a 

tinitc or intinitc word. More precisely, IV’ # I = T~&u F;“. 
Let us detine a word II* in F;” (our notations concerning infinite wards arc 

borrowed from Nivat 1531) as ultimately periodic if w = cv 1 rr-‘f for some M* 1 in F‘i: 

and some IQ in F ;. Let Ult(F, ) be the set of such words. Then we have the following 
result. 

Proposition 5.10.1. J?(F) = &F) = FTF,+ Ult(F,). 

Proof. It is easy to prove that R(F) = F’;C’F. b_ JJIt(F,). Since R(F)cA(F), WC only 

hare to prow that A03 E FTF[, \J Ult( FI 1. 
Let E bc an alpchrzic s,stcr;l over F. It may be assumed trim. As usual, we take 

itofth~f~~rnl2‘~(~,(f I ,..., ct,,bwl,.. ,&,,w, ,..., ~J=~r,,)andlct(t, ,..., t,,) 

IJc iti solution. 

For each i = 1, . . . , :I. 

( 1 either 1, E 34 ’ IF’) aud then k, = 0, 

\2 b or t, E ,\-I ’ (F, 1’k, ) -- kf ’ i F j and, sinct: F = F1 u F,,, t, has exactly one occur- 

rt’nco of a variable, hence k, = 1 and t, E MtFI, {cl]) = Ffci. 
We can assume that case ( 1) holds for 1 5:~ i s I and case (2) for I + 15 i -S M. 
One can. translate 5 into G’, &, . . . , &, trtl, . . . , r,,) where C’= (& = 141, . . . , 

~,=Ir;>andrr:=if,(rl.,/~l*l ,..., &,/$,,}fori=I+l,..., rz.Sinceallunknownsof 

5 arc’ of arit!* 0, z“ is regclar. It follows that tl, . . . , t,, are in FFFcl u Ult(F,; hence 

AL(F) =A~,(F)EFTF,,~UI~(F,). rsl 
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Remark 5.10.2. This proposition shows that the concept of algebraic tree has no 
counterpart in infinite words, whereas regular infinite trees correspond to ultimately 

periodic infinite words. 

6. Conclusion 

The present work has studied several aspects of finite and infinite trees which 
are especially reievant to the theory of computing. TO summarize: 

(1) A double theory of infinite trees, by topological or order-theoretical methods 

has been developed. 
(2) First-order and second-order substitutions are two important concepts: come 

of their basic combinatorial properties have been stated; their continuity properties 

have been investigated in detail. 
(3) Regular trees and their relations with first-order unification have 

been studied; rational expressions denoting regular trees have been intro- 
duced and related with iterative theory expressions. 

!4) Algebraic trees have been studied; their combinatorial properties are complex 
enough to yield an open problem which is interreducible with the equivalence 

problem for DPDA’s; decidable special cases have been stated. 

Many other interesting aspects (raising open problems) could have heen trcatcd 

as well (except for the author‘s time availability): 
(5) Higher-order alp,ebraic trees corresponding to higher-order recursive pro- 

gram schemes (Datum ct al. [30, 3 11, Gallier [39-j), alpchrz.il> trct’s as images under 

yield operators of regular trees, 

~5) Frontiers of infinite trees as generalized infinite words Kourcelle [ 161. l-M- 

brunner [J’;1! an4 even more important: 

(7) Extensions of congruences from finite trees to infinite ones: whereas the 
thcq is rather neat in the approach with partial orders, rCwrwlle [18]1, it is 

much more ditT-icult in the topological approach ~CLwwllc [ 1711. 

And finally, the tlwwy of twc lru~grragrs which constitutt’s a thc’cjry by gtsclf but 
is of cwrsc proundcd on the prt‘scnt t hc thn~ ot’ir~firdc uiw. . 
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Note added in proof 

L. Boasson has shown that the answer to problem 5.52 is negative. 


